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Honour, space and nationhood: the case of the travel play 

 

In the remarkable first scene of Day, Rowley and Wilkins’s 1607 play The Travels of the Three 

English Brothers, intercultural contact between aristocratic English travellers and a foreign court is 

presented as contact between representatives of two royal, militaristic nations acting in the public 

sphere.  The travellers in question, Sir Anthony Sherley, his younger brother Robert, and their retinue, 

are treated to a double showing of Persia’s military prowess: the jubilant return of the recently 

victorious Sophy, followed by a mock battle that ends with Persian swords bearing Turkish heads that 

is intended to ‘show the manner’ of Persian warfare.1 These entertainments plainly go beyond simple 

triumphalism.  As is suggested by the use of the word ‘manner’, a word related throughout the play to 

the nation-defining concept of ‘custom’, these shows position the Persian nation in the view of 

visiting English ‘strangers’ (i.40).  In a context of displayed royalty, recognised cultural difference 

and, in its deliberate staging at Casbin’s (Qasvin’s) market-place, obvious spatial politics, Persian 

nationhood is paraded as assured, public, and militarily capable. 

 In language that explicitly frames the entire scene in terms of nationhood, in part through the 

language of religious difference, the Sophy impersonally asks Sir Anthony his opinion of what he has 

just witnessed: ‘How likes the Christian of our Persian wars?’ (i.52).  Whether or not the Turkish 

heads on display are supposedly real, as they are in the contemporary accounts which form the source 

material for the play, the reaction of Sir Anthony is diplomatic rather than disgusted.  ‘Your wars are 

manly, stout and honourable, | Your arms have no employment for a coward’, he replies, continuing to 

praise the Persian monarch: 

 

 Who dares not charge his courage in the field,  

 In hardy strokes ‘gainst his opposèd foe, 

 May be your subject, not your soldier. 

(i.55-9) 

 

Here the diplomatic courtesy extended to the Persian court goes beyond expected niceties.  

Vigorously complimenting the monarch, Sir Anthony also compliments the Persian nation, ‘Your 

wars[…]Your arms’ motioning beyond the monarch alone to the people as a whole.  The way he does 

so should give us pause.  Alongside a curious split between ‘subject’ and ‘soldier’ that evidently gives 

priority to the latter term, Sir Anthony defines the true Persian native through reference to nothing 

except honour, courage and military prowess.  In this chapter it is my intention to suggest why this 

might be so: why, that is, honour and military capability are of such importance in this Englishman’s 

                                                 
1 John Day, William Rowley and George Wilkins, The Travels of the Three English Brothers , i.43; in Anthony Parr, ed., 
Three Renaissance travel plays (Manchester, 1995).  Subsequent references in the text; where it is not clear what text is 
being used, this will be given as Travels. 
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imagining of foreign nationhood, and what, to the point, this tells us about contemporary 

constructions of English national identity.  For the example above is indicative not only of the 

somewhat surprisingly favourable depiction of the Persian nation found in The Travels of the Three 

English Brothers, a depiction that ties in with what Anthony Parr maintains is the play’s 

unchauvinistic ‘culture of foreign relations’.2 It is also indicative, I will be arguing, of a specific 

political form through which a sense of English national identity was articulated during the early 

Stuart period.  Calling attention to the problem of defining true nativity, and doing so in the language 

of honour and courage, Travels foregrounds an issue of considerable moment in the early Stuart 

period.  What was the role of ‘honour’, with all its militarist trappings, in political life, and how 

should it influence contemporary models of national identity? 

 We shall return to this scene, which goes on to stage, in Sir Anthony’s own phrase, ‘such 

wars as Christians use’ (i.62), examining in more depth what it means to present national customs so 

self-consciously theatrically, in terms, as Parr puts it, of a pageant or masque.3 Indeed, the interplay 

between the forces of literary genre and the notion of honour is of central concern to this essay: the 

formal nature of the travel play has, I hope to suggest, a crucial bearing on the issues under 

consideration.  I hope to illustrate three things, with reference to The Travels of the Three English 

Brothers and to the first part of Thomas Heywood’s The Fair Maid of the West, plays which despite 

their minor status in the literary canon nonetheless intervene tellingly in some of the most important 

areas of early Stuart political life.4 

 In no order of importance, my first premise is that honour, specifically in its strong 

associations with militarism, is presented as a defining element of the model of English nationhood 

promoted in these texts.   

 Secondly, this honour, and thus nationhood itself, is defined in part through the use of space 

in these plays.  For instance, in both Travels and Fair Maid the division of social space is instrumental 

in deciding and defining what form of honour is proper for the nation.  An ideology of English 

nationhood is forged in part from the general but not exclusive split between private and public that 

was central in the real-life code of honour as understood in the early Stuart period.  The process 

whereby personal honour has to be made public is, I will be arguing, amplified in these texts to speak 

of the nation: individual glory, won principally through militarised conflict, and personified by key 

figures like the Sherley family and Bess Bridges, becomes national distinction.  Furthermore, the 

massive split between home and abroad space inherently posited in the travel trope, which always 

involves a place travelled from and a place travelled to, functions to consolidate this ideology of 

honourable English nationhood.  Travelling from home to abroad necessitates cultural encounters that 

                                                 
2 Anthony Parr, ‘The Sherley brothers and the ‘voyage of Persia’, in Jean-Pierre Maquerlot and Michèle Willems, eds., 
Travel and drama in Shakespeare’s time (Cambridge, 1996), pp.14-31; p.20. 
3 Parr, ‘The Sherley brothers’, p.23. 
4 All references to Heywood’s text refer to Thomas Heywood, The Fair Maid of the West, Parts I and II, ed. Robert K 
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act, in these plays, as displayed tests of English honour, tests which fulfil honour’s inherent need for 

competitive assurance. 

 My third premise is that this notion of honourable English nationhood hardly implies a neutral 

stance in the world of Jacobean politics, despite yet also because of what may appear as a yearning for 

the simpler values of the bygone age epitomised in Elizabethan court chivalry.  The militaristic values 

of honour culture central in these plays not only in some ways run counter to the emphasis of the 

Jacobean court, especially on the vexed question of foreign relations, where King James especially 

wanted his international reputation to rest on peace and diplomacy rather than on war, but they also 

run counter to the prevalent view of honour as the preserve of a particular class – the aristocracy.  

Although Travels, in this sense, is the more conservative of the two, concerned as it is with the 

travails of a minor gentry family, in these plays we can perceive the traces of what Margot 

Heinemann identifies as ‘a new heroic model’, formulated around an ideal of ‘civic courage’, that 

emerged in those dramas that have come to be known as ‘elect nation’ plays, and which were 

evidently tailored to appeal to the tastes of a popular audience.5 

 

It is an understatement to suggest that the code of honour was in many ways central in the cultural and 

political life of Jacobean men.6 The concept may seem, as Richard C. McCoy puts it, ‘nebulous and 

nostalgic’, an imprecise set of values rather than a coherent single idea, more easily identifiable with 

earlier, more chivalric ages.7 Indeed, given some of the circumstances that characterised the end of 

Elizabeth’s reign, and the classicising, more pacifist ethos that came to be the signature of both 

Jacobean and Stuart court culture to varying degrees, McCoy’s suggestion seems more than apt.8 But, 

as McCoy argues, an honour culture remained highly visible throughout the early Stuart period, with a 

political impact that was far from vague.  Treatises, courtesy books, and other writings examining the 

term, or produced out of some concern with it, were composed by authors as prominent as Fulke 

Greville and John Selden. 9 The costly Accession Day tilts so central to Tudor court culture remained a 

prominent part of court life until at least the 1620s.  The chivalric emphasis of Prince Henry’s circle, 

                                                                                                                                                        

Turner, Jr. (London, 1968).  Subsequent references will be given in the text as either 1 Fair Maid or 2 Fair Maid. 
5 See her essay ‘Political Drama’ in A.R. Braunmuller and Michael Hattaway, eds., The Cambridge Companion to English 
Renaissance Drama (Cambridge, 1990), pp.161-205; esp. pp.??? (approx 197). 
6 ‘Men’ is accurate in this context although, as Charles Barber points out, in approximately ten percent of instances where 
the wo rd ‘honour’ is used in the drama from 1591 to 1700 the term refers to female honour, overwhelmingly in the sense of 
‘chastity’.  See Charles Barber, The Theme of Honour’s Tongue: A study of social attitudes in the English drama from 
Shakespeare to Dryden (Gothenburg, 1985), p.28; see also his The Idea of Honour in the English Drama 1591-1700 
(Gothenburg, 1957) 
7 Richard McCoy, ‘Old English honour in an evil time: aristocratic principle in the 1620’s’, in R. Malcolm Smuts, ed., The 
Stuart court and Europe: politics and political culture (Cambridge, 1996), pp.133-155; p.135.  See also his ‘Epilogue’ to 
The Rites of Knighthood: The Literature and Politics of Elizabethan Chivalry (Berkeley, ???), pp.157-161. 
8 On the radically different representation of the chivalric tradition that the Caroline court in particular embraced, see J. S. A 
Adamson, ‘Chivalry and Political Culture in Caroline England’, in Kevin Sharpe and Peter Lake, Culture and Politics in 
Early Stuart England (Basingstoke, 1994), pp.161-197. 
9 Greville’s ‘An Inquistion upon Fame and Honor’ is an important text that I will be examining below.  John Selden’s 
contribution to the topic comes in his The Duello, or Single Combat (London, 1610), a text concerned with the legality of the 
duel and, hence, the constitutional status of at least one element of honour culture.   
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meanwhile, ensured even after the prince’s premature death that honour remained on the political 

agenda, providing a potent symbolism which, for example, opponents of the policies regarding the 

Spanish match and the Bohemian crisis evidently utilised.10 Even the political shockwaves from the 

Essex rebellion (‘the last honour revolt’ as Mervyn James puts it)11 could still be felt well into James’s 

reign and beyond, again evident in the conflict over the worsening European situation. 12 

 Nor was honour culture, in a more widely allowed sense, confined to the court, and thus the 

preserve of the literate and political elite.  Certainly, the linkage between honour and the aristocracy is 

overwhelming.  Chivalric culture, the most obvious employer of a discourse of honour, and the one 

most martially inclined, was a particularly courtly form, the tiltyard its most natural and visible space.  

Lineage, furthermore, remained important enough in contemporary discussions of honour to ensure 

that it was usually accorded to aristocratic men.  Indeed, it would be highly irregular to find 

treatments of the term in the period that don’t at some point make explicit the connection between 

blood and honour.  Some of the courtesy books are, in the first place, of the same sort as James 

Cleland’s The Institution of a Young Noble Man — texts directing aristocratic conduct in a general 

sense.  Moreover, in the texts specifically concerned with the definition and history of honour, the 

monopoly of honour by the gentry is more often than not made sufficiently clear.  Thomas Milles’s 

The Catalogue of Honour, for example, proclaims its sole interest in ‘DESCENTS, GENEALOGIES, 

ARMES, AND PEDEGREES’ and consistently uses ‘nobility’ as a synonym for honour, defining the 

former as that state ‘whereby a man is lawfully exempt, and by degrees promoted, out of, and above 

the estate of the vulgar and common sort of people’.13 Meanwhile, in Francis Markham’s 1625 text 

The Booke of Honour, honour is said to ‘consisteth in the perfection of[…]Antiquitie of 

Blood[…]Nature[…]Proper Vertue’, although this is one among several interpretations that Markham 

uses.14 

 Yet, despite such assertions an honour culture remained relevant to those outside the 

aristocracy.  Mervyn James notes that the Tudor period saw honour adapt to some extent to ‘the facts 

of social mobility’, admitting into its ranks the so-called ‘new men’, ‘even husbandmen and artisans’, 

along the lines of the ‘Bartolan concept’ of honour, which emphasised ‘virtue over lineage, learning 

                                                 
10 On the tournament see Alan Young, Tudor and Jacobean Tournaments (???, 1987).  Roy Strong’s study of Prince Henry 
is the most comprehensive.  Its closing words are an extract from a letter by a Mr Beaulieu to William Trumbull composed 
shortly after the Prince’s death.  The terms of its elegy are highly suggestive: Henry was not only ‘the Glory of his Countrey’ 
but the ‘chosen Instrument to be the Standard -bearer of His [God’s] Quarrell in these miserable Times, to work the 
Restoration of his Church and the destruction of the Romish idolatry’.  See Roy Strong, Henry, Prince of Wales, and 
England’s Lost Renaissance (London, 1986), p.225.  [Thomas Scott’s pamphlets (see Heinemann ‘Puritanism and theatre’ 
article|Norbrook 216)] 
11 Mervyn James, Society, Politics and Culture: Studies in Early Modern England (Cambridge, 1986) , p.416. 
12 Honour, McCoy explains, was a highly charged concept in the world of early Stuart politics.  Figures representing the ‘Old 
English Honour’ , such as Essex , became a locus for those who, amongst other things, saw an historic opportunity in the 
outbreak of war on the continent to smash Catholicism and Hapsburg domination.  See ‘Old English honour in an evil time’, 
pp.133-155.  See also Adamson, ‘Chivalry and Political Culture in Caroline England’: ‘Essex became a byword for 
chivalrous opposition to Spain[…]in effect, the Protestant patron saint of the anti-papist cause’ (p. 167). 
13 Thomas Milles, The Catalogue of Honour or Tresury of True Nobility. Peculiar and Proper to the Isle of Great Britaine 
(London, 1610), p.1. 
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over arms, and “nobility dative” conferred by the state’.15 Charles Barber adds that whilst there is 

some difficulty in ascertaining his precise social class it generally continued true that the soldier was 

thought fully capable of achieving honour, to the point that for some contemporaries lengthy military 

service actually conferred the rank of gentleman as well as the accolade of honour on the ordinary 

man.16 William Hunt, even more suggestively, has illustrated that an ideal of ‘citizen honor’ existed 

among the populace of early Stuart London and other English towns, an ideal that owed much to 

aristocratic honour, sharing with it, principally, an emphasis on martial deeds.  ‘Citizen honor,’ he 

claims, was ‘an assertion of personal and collective dignity, of a sort that was comparable in kind, if 

admittedly subordinate in degree, to the hereditary honor of the noblemen’.17 

 We can assume that these ‘new men’, soldiers, and citizens were all following patterns of 

honour that they saw most frequently as applying to noblemen, but that were possible to adapt for 

their own practises.  Honour, borrowed, as it were, from prior, more elevated sources, was clearly in 

demand.  The public thirst for the romances about chivalric heroes like Saint George and Bevis of 

Southampton continued unabated in chapbook and ballad forms — the equivalent of the more refined 

courtly texts that gave expression to aristocratic honour such as Sidney’s Arcadia.18  Moreover, this 

imaginative attachment was seconded through actual activity.  Hunt’s research into the revival of the 

Artillery Company illustrates that honourable deeds were aspired to by those beyond courtly circles.  

The Artillery Company, a gathering of citizens at the Artillery Garden in London for military and 

quasi-chivalric exercises, expanded rapidly after its re-inception in 1610, and received sermons from 

prominent Protestant divines such as John Davenport and William Gouge.  That such activities at least 

parallel the honour demands made of the more noble communities is adequately proven when some of 

Markham’s own dictums, characteristic of contemporary thought more generally, are remembered.  

Honour, he asserts, is most properly ‘a lover of action’ that takes its place ‘where the clamour of good 

deeds may ring shrilly about it’; above all, it will be found amongst the godly — ‘Perfect Honour is a 

good proceeding from God’.19 

 In the case of the Artillery Company this militancy was, somewhat paradoxically, possibly the 

only reason why its meetings remained acceptable in the officially peaceful political climate of 

Jacobean England.  As Hunt guardedly asserts, James probably tolerated the activities of the Artillery 

Company so as not ‘to risk arousing Protestant suspicions by their suppression’; such suspicions, 

presumably, taking their normal anti-Catholic, anti-Spanish, and anti-Hapsburg forms.20 In other 

words, to suppress mere preparation for a possible military situation would not only appear to 

                                                                                                                                                        
14 Francis Markham, The Booke of Honour. Or, Five Decads of Epistles of Honour (London, 1625), p.10. 
15 James, pp.375-6. 
16 See Barber, The Theme of Honour’s Tongue, pp.27-8. 
17 William Hunt, ‘Civic chivalry and the English Civil War’, in Anthony Grafton and Ann Blair, eds., The Transmission of 
Culture in Early Modern Europe (Philadelphia, 1990), pp. 204-227; p.209. 
18 [See Louis B. Wright, Middle Class Culture in Elizabethan England (Chapel Hill, 1935), pp.??? and Ronald S. Crane, The 
Vogue of Medieval Chivalric Romance during the English Renaissance (Menasha, Wisconsin, 1919), pp.???] 
19 Markham, p.4, p.11. 
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jeopardise national security generally but would also be to appear ideologically opposed to the wishes 

of the militant religious community; and, as has been persuasively argued by Maurice Lee, in the field 

of foreign relations, open ideological conflict was what James feared most.21  Yet it is further 

significant that the form this ‘citizen honour’ took was dominated by martial deeds at all.  Even given, 

as Mervyn James asserts, the more widespread acceptance of the Bartolan version of the honour code, 

and the relative loosening of criteria for admission to the honour community that it involved, the 

connection between arms and honour remained prominent.  We do not have to go so far as Hunt 

himself does in claiming that the re-emergence and subsequent nation-wide expansion of the Artillery 

Company illustrates a ‘much broader and deeper cultural movement[…]that aimed at nothing less 

than a thorough remilitarization of English society, in response to Hapsburg victories across the 

Channel’.22 But it is no accident that in the examples from above – from Prince Henry and Essex to 

the common soldier and the Artillery Company – a clear link between honour and militarism is found.  

For honour, up to the late Jacobean period in particular, is something especially associated with, if 

never reducible to, military prowess.   

Barber notes, for instance, that in the drama that deals with honour of the 1590’s ‘the 

dominant concern is with war and warlike qualities’.23 In the real world of the Elizabethan era, 

meanwhile, the two undoubtedly greatest figures of honour — Essex and Sir Philip Sidney , were both 

military heroes.  It seems, in fact, necessary to their honour for them to be so.  Sidney’s model death 

on the field at Zutphen was, as Curtis Watson notes, a ‘typical’ symbol of his values and age;24 whilst 

the shock that accompanied Essex’s downfall attests to his betrayal of what Mervyn James insists was 

the public conception of his role as the honourable soldier of the realm (‘the general of our gracious 

empress’ as he is alluded to by the Chorus in Henry V).25 And if Elizabethan England found its heroes 

in Sidney and Essex then there is one single outstanding figure of militarised honour in Jacobean 

England who showed promise of superseding even them: Prince Henry.  For despite his father’s 

ideological role as the ultimate source of honour, a role which had become beyond question but which 

was nevertheless challenged by the self-authenticating canons of the honour communities, Henry 

cultivated an image that in its strong chivalric tone and militant Protestant politics cast him in the hero 

                                                                                                                                                        
20 Hunt, p.229. 
21 On this point see Maurice Lee, Great Britain’s Solomon: James VI and I in His Three Kingdoms (Urbana and Chicago, 
???), ??? 
22 Hunt, p.218.  
23 Barber, The Theme of Honour’s Tongue , p.63.  
24 Curtis Brown Watson, Shakespeare and the Renaissance Concept of Honor (Princeton, 1960; repr. Westport, 1976), p.93.  
James detects in the literature of the Sidney circle a profound change in the conception of honour.  In the Arcadia, for 
instance, military glory is but one step on the road to true honour, which Sidney finds in patient service to a ‘wisdom’ based 
polity — just, ordered, and religious.  Seductive as this is, however, it is difficult to completely reconcile Sidney’s literary 
output with what James himself sees as his immersion in ‘honour violence[…]the love of glory[…]the world of action’, an 
attachment made material in his whole-hearted association with the hawkish foreign policy of the Leicester-Walsingham 
faction. I would also tentatively suggest that, as Astrophil and Stella illustrates, Sidney was fully capable of adopting literary 
stances  suitable to genre and current courtly taste.  See James, pp.387-91.  
25 Quoted from William Shakespeare, Henry V, v.Chorus.30 in  James, p.452.  It is Shakespeare’s Hotspur who is the 
outstanding literary prototype of military honour, and the ironic undercutting of the honour cause in 1 Henry IV does not take 
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mould of Sidney and Essex: honourable in the old sense, and redolent again of what J. R. Mulryne 

calls the ‘more positive and symbolically vigorous’ values that some saw in Elizabeth’s later reign. 26 

 Considering the powerful identification of honour with an aristocracy still in primary charge 

of rais ing and maintaining armies, and the relative difficulty that in reality ‘citizens’ faced in gaining 

honour through court- and parliament-dominated public service, this militarism was somewhat 

inevitable.  And, of course, not everyone agreed with or embraced this militancy, or its manifestation 

in popular culture: the creed of military honour found opponents as naturally as it found adherents.  

Even Elizabethan court culture had never unreservedly embraced the creed of military honour, despite 

the obvious influence of ideas and representations of chivalry so characteristic of the reign.  Arthur B. 

Ferguson notes, for example, that a ‘peculiar version of civic humanism’ rather than a ‘military or 

specifically chivalric context’ provided the dominant structure of Elizabethan court life, and that even 

the most militant sections of the Elizabethan court, such as the Essex circle, were faced by ‘an honor 

system based primarily on public service’ – the ‘Bartolan concept’, in fact.27 Chivalric honour, 

typically won on the battlefield and displayed at the tiltyard, was not, simply, the only code of 

gentlemanly conduct on offer at Elizabeth’s court.   

 Indeed, as Ferguson further notes, the ‘revival of chivalry’ witnessed during the Elizabethan 

heyday waned as the Queen herself declined in popularity.  The increased tension put on some of the 

‘unique’ circumstances that had contributed to the revival, including ‘wartime  psychology’, ‘the cult 

of the queen herself’, and ‘the ability of the protean tradition of chivalric romance to provide the 

appropriate forms and language’ all joined with religious dispute, economic worry and the fall of 

Elizabethan heroes of honour like Essex to contribute to a sense of ‘anticlimax’ that ‘the 

circumstances of the new reign were to make unavoidable’.28 And indeed, as the Elizabethan age 

passed into the Jacobean, court culture withdrew from open celebration of the ‘true honor of 

Souldery’, as it was put by Sir Arthur Gorges — Gentleman of the Privy Chamber to Prince Henry 

and associate to Raleigh. 29 Ben Jonson, uncomfortable with courtly chivalry under Elizabeth and the 

most prominent poetic voice of peace under James, is merely the most obvious literary example.  At 

his most generous he adapted chivalric symbolism to stress the new peace rather than the old wars.  In 

his speeches for Prince Henries Barriers (1610), which opens with the decayed house of Chivalry, 

Henry is for example exhorted to forget ‘the deedes | Of antique knights’ (ll. 167-8) for ‘other acts; 

another stage | And scene’ (ll. 172-3): ‘peace no lesse then armes’ (l. 176) should be followed, ‘civill 

                                                                                                                                                        

away from its prominence, even in the play’s own moral scheme. 
26 The consolidation of honour as the gift and property of the monarch, rather than as the preserve of the more self-
authenticating honour communities of the pre -Tudor ages, forms a central point to the argument put forward by James.  See 
Society, Politics and Culture, esp. pp. 327-39 and, for an interesting assertion of James I’s prerogative in this matter, p.380.  
J.R. Mulryne, ‘‘Here’s Unfortunate Revels’: War and Chivalry in Plays and Shows at the Time of Prince Henry Stuart’, in 
J.R. Mulryne and Margaret Shewring, eds., War, Literature and the Arts in Sixteenth-Century Europe (Basingstoke, 1989), 
pp.165-189; p.169. 
27 See Arthur B. Ferguson, The Chivalric Tradition in Renaissance England (Washington, 1986), p. 67. 
28 Ferguson, p. 139. [ + religion.]  
29 The quotation from Gorges comes from his report of the Azores voyage prepared for Prince Henry, as found in Samuel 
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arts the martiall must precede’ (l. 212).30  A similar use of chivalric imagery in his Barriers at a 

Marriage (1606) sees the competitive ethos of honour radically undercut.  The defeated knights of 

Opinion are encouraged that ‘It is a conquest to submit to right’ (l. 931); after all, as Truth contends, 

‘valure wins applause | That dares, but to maintayne the weaker cause’ (ll. 920-1).31 Defenders of 

honour in other situations, meanwhile, could easily criticise its more populist forms.  ‘Citizen honour’ 

itself famously comes under attack in Francis Beaumont’s The Knight of the Burning Pestle .  

Frequently read as a satire on the theatrical and literary tastes of the city, the play also explicitly 

assails the inflated ‘honour’ the citizens accord themselves: ‘present something notably in honour of 

the commons of the city’ demands a citizen in the Induction, only to be offered by the knowing 

Prologue a play entitled ‘The Life and Death of Fat Drake, or the Repairing of Fleet-privies’.32 

 Nevertheless, the relevance of military honour in all its forms should not be downplayed.  

That it attracted opprobrium at all attests to the fact that it was notable, and of enough consequence to 

merit concerted efforts of criticism or modification. Moreover, militarily inflected honour is 

particularly suited to the expression of national identity.  Evocations of military honour in the national 

name were standard, the Chorus to the second act of Henry V being a typical case: 

 

  Now all the youth of England are on fire, 

  And silken dalliance in the wardrobe lies: 

  Now thrive the armourers, and honour’s thought 

  Reigns solely in the breast of every man. 

(2.Prol. 1-4) 

 

Obviously enough, any system of ideas that in some way stressed military glory was well suited to 

nationalist claims.  Real military victories such as Agincourt provided, for instance, incontrovertible 

evidence of national strength, whilst in the above example military honour is evidently useful in 

promoting a vision of a nation united against a common enemy.  Yet the reasons for this suitability go 

deeper than may be expected.  There is, of course, a class element: martial honour, as stated, remained 

more available than the relatively closed system of honour-granting public service, and whilst class is, 

in Henry V, hardly an unproblematic issue, the Chorus consistently bespeaks an idealistic social 

                                                                                                                                                        

Purchas, Hakluytus Posthumus or Purchas his Pilgrimes, 20 vols. (Glasgow, 1907), XX, pp. 34-129; p.46. 
30 All citations of Jonson refer to C. H. Herford, Percy Simpson and Evelyn Simpson, eds., Ben Jonson , 11 vols. (Oxford, 
1925-52), vol. VII.  
31 It is also Jonson’s description of James’s entry to London where the famous scene depicting Mars ‘groveling’ under the 
feet of Irene (Peace), ‘his armour scattered[…]and sundrie sorts of weapons broken about him’, is found (Ben Jonson , vol. 
VII, p.97).  On Jonson’s relationship to early Stuart politics more generally, see David Norbrook, Poetry and Politics in the 
English Renaissance, esp. Chap. 7, ‘Jonson and the Jacobean Peace’. 
32 From Francis Beaumont, The Knight of the Burning Pestle , ed. Michael Hattaway (London, 1986), Induction, 25-8.  
Barber argues that Beaumont and Fletcher’s dramas , highly influential on subsequent seventeenth-century theatre — were a 
turning point in conception and reception of honour in the period, replacing concern with public forms of honour more 
amenable to the entire population , such as military honour , with private forms that centred exclusively on gentlemanly 
conduct.   See The Theme of Honour’s Tongue, pp.50-2 and pp.111-2. 
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inclusiveness for honour —  ‘all the youth of England’, ‘in the breast of every man’.33 At the same 

time as this, however, the Chorus enacts a curious shift in its placement of honour:   

 

  O England!  model to thy inward greatness, 

  Like little body with a mighty heart, 

  What mighs’t thou do, that honour would thee do, 

  Were all thy children kind and natural! 

(2.Prol.16-19) 

 

It is this spatial movement that is so striking.  Here, honour has moved in just twelve lines from the 

private domain to the public, from ‘the breast of every man’ to the national space — ‘O 

England[…]that honour would thee do’.  In this the Prologue, I believe, does nothing less than encode 

a key process in the formation of a nationhood based upon martial honour.  For in that movement 

from domestic to national we glimpse one of the central rules governing honour; a rule, moreover, 

that informs another principal reason why martial honour is suitable to nationhood.   

 Put simply, at least two aspects of domestic honour are extended to the national context.  

Firstly, just as the personal honour of private men had to be made public, so national identity, 

refracted through military honour, had to occupy the public forum (this being the point, for instance, 

of the martial displays of national custom that open Travels).  Secondly, and no less importantly, the 

need for public ratification of national honour is, as it is with personal honour, a need generated out of 

the code’s integral culture of competition.  Indeed, in the case of national honour these two factors 

collide, for it is not enough for the nation simply to occupy the public stage — it has to do so 

aggressively.  In its figuring of open war between nations as its ultimate destination, and in its demand 

that prominent military individuals , like Henry V, or Essex, or, as we shall see, Bess and the Sherley 

family, should stand synecdochically for the nation (‘Like little body with a mighty heart’), martial 

honour amplifies domestic honour’s embrace of what Mervyn James calls a ‘politics of violence’, that 

ideology whereby violent competition was a legitimate means of settling dispute on a matter of 

honour.34  In this case, however, the matter in question is national, rather than personal, reputation. 

 

That personal honour itself demanded a certain degree of publicity is obvious.  The winning and 

guarding of reputation by men of honour is a pervasive theme of the time.  Contests for precedence 

between prominent honourable men provide obvious examples, such as the long-running dispute 

between Essex and Raleigh which reached its climax in 1597 after the Azores expedition, where 

Essex had apparently read a challenge to his honour when Raleigh proceeded to take Fayal without 

                                                 
33 The issue of class and social unity in Henry V is dealt with by Jonathan Dollimore and Alan Sinfield in ‘History and 
Ideology: Henry V ’, in John Drakakis, ed., Alternative Shakespeares (London, 1985), pp. 210-27. 
34 James, pp.309 ff. 
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waiting for Essex’s assistance.35 Given both the eminency of the figures in this instance, their history 

of rivalry, their notable tempers and, indeed, the specific martial and international framework in 

which the example operates, this publicity is perhaps unremarkable, all part of the ‘competitive 

assertiveness’ that Mervyn James discerns at the core of the code of honour.36 Rather more surprising, 

however, is that even the forms of honour based on ‘virtue and learning’ – ‘civill’ rather than 

‘martiall’ arts, in Jonson’s words – demanded the legitimacy afforded by public acceptance.  The 

absence of a martial context did not mean that what James further describes as the need to capture 

simple ‘public esteem’ disappeared.37 Robert Ashley, whose own conception of honour is based on 

the primacy of virtue rather than arms, also consistently reiterates honour as something that takes its 

place in the public sphere.  Honour is, in the most concise statement of his views, the ‘testimonie of 

virtue shining of yt self geven of some man by the judgement of good men’.38 At more length, Ashley 

argues for the imperative on honourable men to make public their worth in terms that suggest the 

wider social context of honour: 

  

he which thinckes that he ought to be content with his owne vertue and maketh no shew of th’excellencie 

thereof for the which he shold thincke that honour were to be desired, he ys deceaved, because vertue can never 

be hidden; neither can yt be a true vertue yf the accion thereof be obscured, for yt ys conversant for the most 

part in a certeyne externall and open kind of accion which hath respect unto many, and not I dissimulacion nor 

any secrete agitacion of the minde, which ys profitable to none but to himself.  For how shold freindshipp be 

excercised, liberalitie, equitie, justice, magnanimitie, decencie, modestie, and the rest of the vertues which are 

conversant in common societie, or do any way concerne yt, be practized and putt in ure yf you deale altogether 

inwardly with yourself and do not thincke that the goodnes of your mind ought to be brought to light?   

(p.35) 

 

 Further literary examples of the importance of publicity in honour culture are not difficult to 

find.  In some cases this importance is illustrated through a character’s avoidance of adverse publicity, 

what Barber might term ‘negative’ honour.39  Thus we have the Falstaff of 1 Henry IV, whose claim to 

a martial honour, based upon his falsified victory over Hotspur, cannot be refuted publicly since no 

contrary evidence exists, Falstaff having ensured, of course, that it wouldn’t: ‘Nothing confutes me 

but eyes, and nobody sees me’.40  In a somewhat different context of sexual and familial morality (a 

                                                 
35 On the dispute between Essex and Raleigh, and on Essex’s competitiveness with other prominent rivals, see McCoy, The 
Rites of Kngihthood , pp.79-102.  On the specific honour quarrel over the Azores expedition, see Norman Council, ??? 
36 James, p.309. 
37 James, p.312.  
38 Robert Ashley, Of Honour, ed. V. B. Heltzel (San Marino, 1947), p.34. 
39 Barber, The Theme of Honour’s Tongue , pp.13-14. 
40 William Shakespeare, 1 Henry IV , in William Shakespeare: The Complete Works, ed. Stanley Wells and Gary Taylor 
(Oxford, 1988; repr. 1997) 5.4.125-6.  Falstaff’s specific claim to honour comes later in the scene: ‘If your father will do me 
any honour’ (5.4.138).  Subsequent references to Shakespeare are all to this edition, and will be given in the text. 
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king’s incest with his daughter) in Pericles Antiochus seeks the death of Pericles precisely because he 

threatens do to him what Hal could not do to Falstaff — uncover his actual dishonour: 

 

  He hath found the meaning, for the which we mean  

  To have his head. He must not live  

  To trumpet forth my infamy, nor tell the world  

  Antiochus doth sin in such a loathèd manner;  

  And therefore instantly this Prince must die; 

  For by his fall my honour must keep high. 

(1.1.186-91) 

 

Indeed, an identical example of a character preserving a mere public front of honour is found in 1 Fair 

Maid .  The first sign we get of Bess’s exemplary transformative effect is found in the second act, 

where the braggart Roughman believes, like Falstaff, that he has escaped the humiliating exposure of 

his cowardice by a cross-dressed Bess because ‘None saw’t’ (2.1.97).  ‘Then who shall publish this 

disgrace abroad?’ (2.1.98) asks Roughman, knowing that ‘a disgrace not seen is held no shame’ 

(2.1.104).  He even assumes that should the person who he believes to be Bess’s brother ‘speak his 

worst’ (2.1.99) his own testimony (‘in this country | Both of more fame and credit’ (2.1.100-101)) 

would suffice to ‘outface’ (2.1.102) the ‘slander’ (2.1.99): this logic is ultimately defeated, of course, 

because Bess’s ‘fame and credit’ — her own public reputation — ‘outface’ Roughman’s. 

 A similar process is in action throughout Travels, as we shall see in Anthony Sherley’s 

relationship with Halibeck, where the Persian’s slanders have to be countered because Sherley’s 

personal honour can brook no ill repute.  However, the dominant concern of both Travels and, indeed, 

both parts of Fair Maid  is not the avoidance of bad publicity but, in contrast, the ‘positive’ honour 

granted by glorious deeds, exemplified in martial action.  Characteristic of these plays, Sir Anthony 

Sherley actively ‘sweats for honour’ (ii.82) on the battlefield rather than simply evading ignominy.  

Not that this makes any difference to the spatial politics of honour in either play: the need for public 

recognition remains paramount.  Typified by comments such as Robert Sherley’s ‘the Sherleys’ 

humble aim | Is not high majesty but honoured fame’ (iii.84-5), honour is presented as a quality won 

as much as lost in the public domain.  Indeed, ‘fame’ is key in the representation of honour culture in 

both plays, especially in Travels, where each of the three brothers appeals at some point in the play to 

their desire for public recognition, and where the dramatic frame to the entire play, the Chorus, is 

actually acted by the (female) figure of Fame.  Parallel, in this context, to Robert’s ‘honoured fame’ 

stands Sir Anthony’s need ‘to write our honours down in blood’ (i.143) or Sir Thomas’s aim ‘to raise | 

Paeans of triumphs in our virtue’s praise’ (vi.38-9).  And akin to such appeals is Bess’s own 

motivating speech to her followers before an encounter with the Spaniard, ‘Then, for your country’s 

honour, my revenge | For your own fame and hope of golden spoil’ (1 Fair Maid, 4.4.84-5).  
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 Such evocation of fame presents, however, a significant problem.  Fame was not an 

unproblematic signifier of virtue.  As Mervyn James notes, public recognition may have been deemed 

necessary because honour claims were, otherwise, ‘subjective, and to [sic] indistinguishable from 

vanity’.41 It is certainly clear from that long example from Ashley that too little publicity was as 

suspect as too much, ‘dissimulacion’ and ‘secrete agitacion of the minde’ being ‘profitable to none’ 

except the holder of honour himself.  Yet the converse also holds true.  ‘For yt self only honour ys not 

to be desired’ writes Ashley (pp.38-9), a complaint that finds ample outlet throughout his text, as 

instanced in the attacks upon those who ‘greedelye gripe after too much glorie’ (p.36), in the explicit 

contrast between ‘Celebritie’ and the ‘somewhat straighter’ accolade of honour (p.36), or in the 

statement ‘true honour consisteth not in vaine boasting of swelling tytles, but in the moderacion of the 

minde’ (p.47).  In this, Ashley’s text parallels the criticism of superfluous renown central to Greville’s 

‘Fame and Honour’.  Honour, for Ashley, ‘doth neither seeke after fame nor magnificence, nor 

affecteth great prayses’ (p.36), a sentiment put more stridently by Greville — ‘Who worship Fame, 

commit Idola try, | Make men their God, Fortune and Time their worth’.42 (‘Fame and Honour’, 86). 

 Such attacks certainly offer a check upon presuming that the fame so desperately fought for 

by the Sherleys would have been received in the easy way posited in Travels itself.  Comments such 

as Robert Sherley’s ‘Desire of fame, | That in all ages has been Sherley’s aim’ (xi.121-2) sit uneasily 

next to Greville’s stinging attacks on ‘this brittle Glory’ (‘Fame and Honour’, 69), or Ashley’s 

definition of false honour as the ‘extreame arrogancie’ of glorious ambition (p.42).43 Indeed, at points 

Greville’s criticism goes some way further, undercutting the very credibility of the need for publicity 

entirely, as in his acerbic comment that ‘The essence of this glorious name, | Is not in him that hath, 

but him that gives it’ (‘Fame and Honour’, 47).  But the reproach inherent in these examples should 

not be taken as rejection of publicity altogether.  Closer attention to the texts illustrates that the 

problem surrounding fame is more accurately due to the wrong sort of publicity, rather than publicity 

per se.  For example, empty vainglory can be denounced by both Ashley and Greville, the former 

railing against the man desiring an honourable reputation yet ‘not having any meritt to deserve yt’ (Of 

Honour, p.36); the latter attacking the ‘spirituall pride’ that ‘possesseth still | All fleshly hearts, where 

thirst of Honour raves’ (‘Fame and Honour’, 35).  Likewise, the fame and honour granted by those not 

properly aware enough to actually qualify to do so — the lower classes — is also highly suspect.  

Thus for Greville overbearing fame is a form of ‘popular vaine pride, | Which neither standeth upon 

worth nor place’ (‘Fame and Honour’, 65), a pride so low that ‘even the silly Artisans aspire it’ 

(‘Fame and Honour, 2); whilst, in Ashley’s text, the modesty he argues for is really that of ‘being 

content with the ample approbacion of the better sort’ (p.36).   

                                                 
41 James, p.312.  See also [Honour and Shame book]. 
42 Fulke Greville, ‘An Inquisition upon Fame and Honour’, in Poems and Dra mas of Fulke Greville, First Lord Brooke, ed. 
Geoffrey Bullough, 2 vols (London and Edinburgh, 1939), stanza 2. 
43 On Ashley’s definitions of ‘true and false honour’ see Of Honour, pp.41-7. 
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 The cultural penetration of honour across the social spectrum recognised here is not, once 

again, a matter for celebration.  Honour should not spring ‘out of the opinion of the multitude’, just as 

it is not constituted in ‘the vaine boastinges of men’ (Of Honour, p.39).  Yet maybe more interesting 

than these criticisms of vainglory and lower class ignorance is the way that, for these authors as for 

others in the period, glory is wholly justified when a national context is evoked.  Here, for instance, is 

the passage from Of Honour that immediately follows on from the long passage quoted above (‘he 

which thinckes that…’): 

 

Had you rather when your Countrey wanteth your helpe not to geve help at all unto yt nor to your freindes, 

kinsfolkes, and Countreymen, that thereby you might shunne all honour, then to proffitt them with some prayse 

unto your self? 

 

It is personal modesty rather than honourable fame that is suspect here, and this is precisely because 

national matters are at stake.  This is, in itself, as commonplace an appeal as are the attacks above.  

Watson points out that Cicero’s tellingly composite definition of glory (‘praise won by honourable 

deeds, and great services to the state’) was of ‘supreme importance’ to European Renaissance 

moralists; and Essex, for instance, certainly justified both the Cadiz expedition and his abortive revolt 

through the language of national honour.44 The former, as it was asserted to the captured Bishop of 

Cusco, was effected strictly for ‘the true honour of England’; whilst during the latter, as Mervyn 

James points out, Essex advanced on London as earl marshal ‘representing honour’, with faithful 

concern for Queen and country on his lips.45 Even Greville can concede that the desire for honour is a 

prime imperative for the order and health of society: 

 

 What was it then, made Aristotle raise 

 These imbound spirits to so high a rate? 

 Call them ingenious, civill, worthy praise? 

 The Answer’s plaine, that never any State 

  Could rise, or stand, without this thirst of Glory, 

  Of noble workes, as well the mould as story. 

 

 For else, what Governour would spend his dayes, 

 In envious travell, for the publike good? 

 Who would in Bookes, search after dead mens wayes? 

 Or in the Warre, what Souldier lose his blood? 

  Liv’d not this Fame in clouds, kept as a crowne; 

                                                 
44 Watson, pp. 96-7, p. 59. 
45 On the Cadiz expedition, see ‘A briefe and true report of the Honourable Voyage unto Cadiz, 1596’, reproduced in 
Purchas, XX, pp.13-22 (???); p.20.  On Essex’s entry into London and reception there, see James, pp.450-3. 
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  Both for the Sword, the Scepter, and the Gowne. 

(‘Fame and Honour, 6-7) 

 

 The centrality and relevance of this mode of thought to our plays should not be understated.  

Put simply, any personal honour asserted either of the Sherleys or of Bess and her followers is always 

compounded with affirmation of national priority.  The much vaunted concept of fame in Travels is 

basically intended to reflect on the nation as much as on the glory of the Sherley family: indeed, as 

Robert’s usage of the phrase ‘honoured fame’ indicates, any negative implications attached to fame 

are inherently qualified by its relationship with the larger, worthier concept of honour.  Something of 

this can been seen in that pronouncement by Robert on Sir Anthony’s motives, ‘Desire of fame, | That 

in all ages has been Sherley’s aim, | Drew him from home’ (xi.121-2; my italics), where that final line 

motions towards the amplification of personal and familial fame as national fame through a divide 

between home and abroad space.  It is also at play in those earlier examples where the personal and 

familial honour of the Sherleys is announced.  When examined in their dramatic context a national 

imperative is never far away: Robert’s comment on ‘honoured fame’, Sir Anthony’s on ‘honours…in 

blood’, and Sir Thomas’s on ‘Paeans of triumph’ all stem from wider discussions about English 

honour, English war and politics, and English fortitude respectively  (see iii. 84-105; i. 139-147; vi. 

34-41).   

 The clearest formulations of this process, however, are found in the third and fifth scenes, in 

Robert’s eroticised meeting with the Sophy’s niece, and in the remarkably diplomatic depiction of Sir 

Anthony Sherley’s meeting with the Pope.  Here is the central example from the latter scene, where 

Sir Anthony identifies himself in a telling manner: 

 

 Pope.  Christian, thy name; that in this register 

  To honour thee we may remember it. 

 Sir Anthony.  Sherley, a Christian and a gentleman, 

  A pilgrim soldier and an Englishman. 

 Pope.  For all these styles we love and honour thee, 

  And in thy affairs will so effectually  

  Deal for thee in our name to Christian princes, 

  They shall so honour thee that thou shalt back 

  With power so strong whose sight makes Turkey shake. 

 (v.77-85) 

 

Here Sir Anthony employs personal and domestic registers (religion, family, and class) alongside 

national political ones (‘pilgrim soldier’, ‘Englishman’), ‘styles’ that, according to the Pope, ‘honour’ 

him and, pointing up the element of competition, assure English priority over the Turk.  But it is most 

surely in the third scene, where Robert pronounces on the actual modesty of the English form of 
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honour, that the amplification of personal as national honour is most apparent.  In response to the 

Sophy’s niece’s query as to why the Sherleys are not enrolled ‘in time’s large volume[…]to England’s 

fame’ (iii.88) Robert answers: 

 

  ‘Las! We are men but meanly qualified  

  To the rich worthies of our English soil;  

  And should they hear what prodigal report  

  Gives out of us, they would condemn us for’t. 

  And though these parts would swear us innocent 

  Our countrymen would count us insolent, 

  For ‘tis the nature of our English coast 

  Whate’er we do for honour not to boast. 

 (iii.98-105) 

 

 Whilst this obviously speaks of the Sherleys dubious real-life reputation it also glances at the 

notion that private honour has to divert public recognition and acclaim towards the national interest 

for true legitimacy.  Honour may actually demand ‘prodigal report’ (and there is something of a 

disappointed tone to Robert’s speech — ‘‘Las! We are men but meanly qualified[…]though these 

parts would swear us innocent’) but it is made clear that as Englishmen honour is not a matter for 

boasting.  English honour, simply, will not abide personal vainglory even as it demands public 

applause for the nation.  The ‘honoured fame’ yearned for by the Sherleys may be familial, but, in part 

because this fame is won on the international battlefield, their honour has to become national.  

Reproducing the overarching act of synecdoche effected in the play’s title the Sherley brothers 

become, in Fame’s closing speech to the play, ‘our English brothers’ (Epilogue. 2) – honourable 

symbols of the nation. 

 

This role for the Sherleys as national figures, determined through a ceaseless quest for honour, is the 

strongest link between them and the characters of Fair Maid.  It is a role to which it will be necessary 

to return, for in some sense the brothers’ quest is thrust upon them, so to speak, because of the formal 

pressures of the travel play: the Sherleys define themselves through their encounters and fights with 

strangers abroad because they cannot do so at home – another obvious reference to the real-life 

situation of the family.46 But, to return to Heywood’s play, the amplification of personal as national 

honour and its relationship to the spatial divide between public and private inherent in the honour 

code is also fully in evidence in the depiction of the play’s central character, Bess Bridges.  Indeed, 

the production of space that helps define Bess’s identity, and thus through her symbolic role as a 

national figurehead the identity of the nation, is of a specifically interesting kind.  For even before the 
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massive transition to foreign lands that Bess initiates, and in which she and her followers perform the 

generic purpose of travel and abroad space common to both these plays, Bess functions to determine 

home space and its inhabitants as civilised, martial, and honourable.  Moreover, it is through Bess that 

honour culture comes to involve these inhabitants in the first place: as well as proving again that 

personal martial endeavour reflects positively on the nation, it is the efforts and actions of Bess that 

truly nationalise the honour code, transforming it from an elite to an encompassing social form. 

The importance of honour to Fair Maid is obvious.  Barijara Baines declares it as both the 

theme that ‘governs characterization and action’ in the play and which explains its ‘sustained 

popularity’ to contemporaries.47 Indeed, from its outset the play makes its attachment to honour 

culture clear.  Certainly, Bess and her beloved Spencer are heavily involved with the concept.  Their 

efforts to preserve their honour, including Bess’s honour as a chaste female, form the essential action 

of the play, from Spencer’s duel in the first act to Bess’s deflections of Mullisheg’s advances in the 

fourth and fifth.  Even the setting of the play says something about honourable national glory.  Apart 

from three scenes set in the Azores, where even then the action is dictated by the quarrel over a point 

of honour that leads to Spencer’s injury, and in which a reference to the honour quarrel between Essex 

and Raleigh that took place at the real Azores voyage can be read, the first four acts take place in the 

south-west of England. 48 The point of this specific local geography is obvious: evocation of sea-faring 

imagery links the play and its characters not only in an immediate sense with travel, but with such 

figures as Drake, Raleigh and Cavendish, figures loaded with implications of the glorious, 

adventuring nation.  In an excellent example of how an ideologically charged atmosphere of travel 

can be conjured despite the difficulties of actually representing it on stage – a perennial problem of 

the travel play genre – these opening acts combine evocative setting with ardent anticipation of travel 

amongst the characters.49 

The very first words of the play extend this tone of military adventure in a specifically 

interesting way.  ‘When puts my lord to sea?’ (1.1.1) asks an unnamed captain, prefacing a brief but 

excitable discussion of the Lord in question: Essex.  In part, this excitement is shown to be over the 

promise of further action from a ‘noble general’ (1.1.6) still basking in the glory of a memorable raid 

– Essex’s raid on Cadiz, of course.  But there is more to this than the hawkish expectations of military 

men for coming war.  To begin with, it is made clear immediately that Essex represents the correct 

type of adventuring Englishman.  His travel, like the travels of the Sherleys, is undertaken as 

honourable pursuit for national glory rather than for private gain.  The conversation between the two 

captains and the gentleman Carrol pays homage to Essex’s recent success in terms that suggest this 

role as an animating national figure: 

                                                                                                                                                        
46 [banishment] 
47 See Barijara J. Baines, Thomas Heywood (Boston, 1984), pp.42-7; p.42. 
48 See Baines, pp.46-7. 
49 On the problems of representing travel on the stage, and the interpretational problems that this presents, see ??? 
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 CARROL.  

  Resolve me, I entreat; can you not guess 

  The purpose of this voyage? 

 1 CAPTAIN.   Most men think 

  The fleet’s bound for the Islands. 

 CARROL.     Nay, ‘tis like. 

  The great success at Cales [Cadiz] under the conduct 

  Of such a noble general hath put heart  

  Into the English; they are all on fire 

  To purchase from the Spaniard. 

(1.1.2-8) 

 

Moreover, Essex represents a specific form of honour.  Witness this exchange between Goodlack, 

another captain, whose name signals the moral unsuitability it becomes Bess’s job to transform, and 

the play’s central male character, Spencer: 

 

 GOODLACK.  Pray resolve me, 

  Why, being a gentleman of fortunes, means,  

  And well revenu’d, will you adventure thus 

  A doubtful voyage, when only such as I, 

  Born to no other fortunes than my sword, 

  Should seek abroad for pillage? 

 SPENCER.  Pillage, Captain? 

  No, ‘tis for honor; and the brave society 

  Of all these shining gallants that attend 

  The great lord general drew me hither first, 

  No hope of gain or spoil. 

  (1.2.3-12) 

 

Both these conversations uphold a conventional view of honour.  Whilst it is never made explicit what 

social class the ‘gallants’ within the play actually belong to, we can assume that they are constituted 

in the main by gentlemen like Spencer and Carrol.  The language of the conversation between Carrol 

and the captains is certainly suggestive: at one point, for example, the first captain speaks of Plymouth 

as ‘A very court of soldiers’ (1.1.16; my emphasis).  Spencer, meanwhile, here voices the sentiment 

that honour and profit are incompatible, a division of motive that, as Barber notes, was a thoroughly 

commonplace assertion, the ‘contrast between the gentleman’s love of honour and the non-

gentleman’s love of profit’ clearly setting the gentle above the common or, of course, merchant 
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traveller.50 Furthermore, Spencer’s reference to ‘the brave society | Of all these shining gallants’ 

surrounding Essex not only strengthens the notion that ‘gallants’ signifies ‘gentlemen’ in this play, but 

also bespeaks the desire of the honourable gentleman for the exclusive company of those like himself: 

for ‘brave society’ read the select aristocratic fellowship of Essex house.51 Overall, it is clear that the 

central figure of interest in both conversations, the ‘great lord general’ Essex, draws followers like 

Spencer naturally and effortlessly through the connotations of his honourable aristocratic image: 

blood and militant patriotism define his unique appeal.  In effect, Essex personifies honour in its 

purest aristocratic form, and he is uncritically embraced by the male hero of the play precisely for this 

quality. 

Yet in some ways the exchange between Goodlack and Spencer does not offer a particularly 

simple reading of Essex, maybe befitting one whose contemporary reputation drew some sharp 

divisions.  In fact, the Azores expedition is labelled here as the ‘doubtful voyage’ which in reality it 

proved to be (as the accounts in Purchas’s Pilgrimes make clear), and this retrospective clarity points 

up a certain ambiguity in the play’s construction of Essex as a figure of honour.52 The clear-cut 

differences between Goodlack and Spencer do testify on the one hand to the presence in Spencer’s 

view of McCoy’s concept of the aristocratic ‘Old English Honour’ positively identified with Essex 

(and in this we can maybe see coded expression of the hope that the newly enthroned James would 

continue to press against Spain, the overt political enemy in Fair Maid ).  Yet, on the other hand, and 

as Goodlack’s comments begin to make clear, the realities of a discourse that stressed militant 

activism were often quite different from its rhetoric.  This is not simply because Essex’s role as a 

paragon of honour was, in his own lifetime and after, viewed by some as inappropriate given his 

actual conduct.  The military failures of the Azores voyage and the Irish campaign had all contributed 

to the sense, made concrete in his eventual rebellion, that Essex had become guided more by 

desperation than by honour, and Essex’s eventual repudiation of the honour code at his trial certainly 

destroyed any claims he made to moral priority on this matter.53 However, in the context of the play 

itself it seems more prescient that Goodlack’s words represent what would have been, for the average 

man, the only reason for travelling.  Voyaging was for the lower classes ‘doubtful’ in a rather more 

pressing sense, and certainly unlikely to accrue the kind of public recognition necessary in 

contemporary constructions of honour, however open the possibility remained in theory.  Goodlack’s 

comment even has relevance for the greatest travellers of the age, for merchant voyages themselves 

represented considerable personal and financial risk, as the rescue of a merchant in the fourth act 

signifies.  Put simply, the differing motives of Goodlack and Spencer testify to the Earl’s class-

                                                 
50 Barber, The Theme of Honour’s Tongue , p.21. 
51 On ‘fellowship’ as one of the defining themes of the Es sex circle, see James, ??? 
52 See Essex’s own report of the abortive Azores voyage (where, incidentally, pillage in the form of piracy is openly 
admitted to) and Sir Arthur Gorges’s ‘larger relation’ of the same in Purchas, xx, pp.14 -123 ???.  Lois Potter argues that it is 
such evocations of a simpler past that prove Fair Maid is actually a Jacobean rather than an Elizabethan work.  See his 
‘Pirates and ‘turning Turk’ in Renaissance drama’, in Maquerlot and Willèms, eds., pp.124-140; esp. p. 127. 
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specific appeal, an appeal born in the main of the very associations that drew Spenser in the first 

instance, but also of the realities of voyaging and military action in the period.  The terminology of 

‘pillage’ versus ‘honour’ basically crystallises the class-based dichotomy inherent in the appeals to 

military endeavour that Essex represents in Fair Maid: a paradigm of military honour standing for his 

nation, Essex is simultaneously the clearest symbol of its restrictive connections with an aristocracy 

still overwhelmingly in command of honour culture. 

Indeed, the sense of class division in Fair Maid is not confined to the problems surrounding 

the status of participants in warfare.  In an important study of the play, Jean E. Howard identifies that 

the beginning action of the play depicts an England entirely ‘shot through with interclass and 

intraclass rivalry’.54 As figured in the fights and aggression between characters across the social 

spectrum that characterise the opening acts, not to mention the obvious discontent of the drawers of 

Plymouth who petition their Mayor in order to secure payment of bar scores from the gallants and 

captains commanded by Essex (see I.1.4), the heightened military atmosphere that surrounds Essex 

seems to have aggravated rather than assuaged social tensions.  The implications of this are important.  

To begin with, whilst Cadiz and the forthcoming Azores voyage may be the topics on everybody’s 

lips, and whilst Essex is exemplary in the way that his personal attributes reflect positively upon 

England, the social implications of his class status evidently preclude him from dominating the play’s 

construction of a national figurehead.  Furthermore, the class friction emblematised by Essex is only 

overcome through the efforts of Bess, and the socially comprehensive channelling of internal 

aggression outwards onto the political enemy Spain which her voyage, unlike Essex’s more 

aristocratic venture, precipitates.  It is Bess rather than Essex who functions as ‘a device 

for[…]uniting men of different classes into a homosocial community of brothers, into a nation’, and it 

is in such factors – Essex’s class exclusivity, and the presence of Bess as a more unifying symbol – 

that we have to look for the play’s true position on national identity. 55 

Not that, despite the above, Essex’s role in Fair Maid is unimportant.  His relevance in terms 

of the play’s ideological position on national honour and his defining effect on the England depicted 

in the play should not be underestimated.  As is signalled by his appearance in dumb-show in the first 

act (the scene where the Drawers petition the Mayor) Essex has a shadowy yet significant influence to 

Bess’s more open, more engaged role. Indeed, Essex publicly mediates in the conflict between the 

drawers and the gallants, and in their analysis of the settlement he helps bring about, the aggrieved 

drawers place Essex beyond reproach.  There is no hint of the ambiguous political resonance that 

Essex gained even for some of his most dedicated followers, the resonance detected earlier in 

                                                                                                                                                        
53 See James, ??? 
54 Jean E. Howard, ‘An English Lass Amid The Moors: Gender, race, sexuality, and national identity in Heywood’s The Fair 
Maid of the West’, in Margo Hendricks and Patricia Parker, eds., Women, “Race,” and Writing in the Early Modern Period 
(London and New York: Routledge, 1994), p.106. 
55 Howard, p. 102. 
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Goodlack’s speech.56 Instead, the drawers speak of ‘the noble mind of the general’ (1.4.8-9), and 

restate his role as a fitting leader: a figure not only who military minded gallants should emulate, but 

in whom the drawers themselves can evidently place a degree of commercial trust: 

 

2 DRAWER. 

‘Tis ordinary amongst gallants nowadays, who had rather swear forty oaths than only this one oath: 

“God let me never be trusted.” 

1 DRAWER. 

But if the captains would follow the noble mind of the general, before night there would not be one 

score owing in Plymouth. 

(1.4.5-10) 

 

There is, however, once again a certain ambiguity in this. For whilst Essex is evidently set up 

as a paragon, this is only through reference to his ‘noble mind’, the most secretive, private space 

possible, rather than to his public actions.  There is a point here in the fact that Essex is not only 

marginally present in the drama itself despite his highly public real-life dynamism, and indeed despite 

his real-life populism, but is also represented as leading by almost silent example; whereas Bess, for 

instance, who as a lower-class woman would in reality have had a virtually non-existent profile, is 

shown as an openly didactic , magically transformative political activist.57 And the point is this: 

contrary to Howard’s precise definition of the nature of Bess’s symbolic role as ‘the emblem of 

England’, the play in fact offers a more complex schema.58 For Bess and Essex together form what is 

effectively a composite sign of English identity.  Neutralising the possibly threatening implications of 

the active, public woman, and balancing some of the negative facets of Essex’s real-life public 

character, Fair Maid incorporates the unblemished cross-class appeal of Bess with the formidable 

reputation for national honour of Essex.  Through this Fair Maid  offers an image of honourable 

English nationhood that is satisfactory in a telling way.  In short, the combination of Bess and Essex 

provides a potent yet ideologically acceptable widening of the honour code, a widening that ensures 

that evocation of honour in Fair Maid is embracing rather than exclusive; yet still militant, and public 

in the correct manner.  Bess’s actions against the Spanish function, as Howard notes, to ‘fuse the 

energies of the artisans, shopkeepers, and merchants of a commercializing nation with the chivalric 

gallantry of the traditional aristocracy’, whilst Essex functions in his national role as a militant 

figurehead (‘the general of our gracious empress’) and as an expression of the prior and more 

conventional honour forms which, as we have seen, ‘citizen honour’ predicates and appropriates.59 

Together they represent an honour, like that displayed by the Sherleys, fit for the nation. 

                                                 
56 See James, pp??? 
57 Essex’s popular appeal was considerable.  Prove. 
58 Howard, p.102 (my emphasis). 
59 Howard, p.109. 
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 Such a model is evident from early on in the play.  Carrol’s opening speech, as we have seen, 

anticipates ‘purchase from the Spaniard’ (1.1.8), and both the monetary image and the hint at piracy in 

his statement are suggestive.  In a certain sense, this may seem to undercut the purity of motive so 

central in Spencer’s imagining of Essex’s expeditions.  Indeed, the ‘purchase’ Carrol himself has in 

mind is certainly in part material, even though Carrol is one of the definite gentlemen of the play.  ‘If 

their carracks | Come deeply laden, we shall tug with them | For golden spoil’ (1.18-10) he exclaims, a 

motive obviously more easily categorised as profit rather than honour.  Yet, this is not quite the case.  

Of course, one of the chief motivations of the Cadiz raid and the Azores voyage had always been 

monetary.  Even Essex could hardly dispute Raleigh’s advice to Elizabeth that ‘Those princes which 

abound in treasure have great advantages over the rest’, and therefore that if a way to disrupt the flow 

of gold from the New World to Spain could be found then it should be followed.60 This amounted, in 

practice, to unofficial sanction for piracy, recognition of which is maybe in evidence in the tacit 

acceptance of the ‘spirats’ (2.1.53) dining at the Windmill that Clem draws Bess’s attention to, and 

who Bess treats as normal paying customers:  

 

No matter; we will take no note of them.  Here they vent many brave commodities by which some gain accrues.  

Th’are my good customers, and still return me profit. 

(2.1.54-6) 

 

Although such a view came to be compromised by Jacobean rule, with Spain no longer the official 

enemy, and with piracy not so easily ignored, the ideological reasoning behind it remains important.61 

For, as was the case with Raleigh’s advice, where piracy was justified given the over-riding context of 

national interest, so it is with Carrol’s own version of ‘purchase’.  His comments not only denote the 

conflation of violence with national pride so central in martial nationhood, but also suggest that all 

classes alike are united in encounters with Spain.  Gallantry, piracy, and simple profit become, in 

Carrol’s mind, indistinguishable: promise of ‘golden spoil’ is, in a correct martial context, simply fuel 

for the ‘fire’ at the ‘heart’ of every Englishman. 

Thus, whilst in reality there may have existed some tension between the two, honour and 

money are not, in Fair Maid , mutually incompatible.  Bess’s voyage is more than once spoken of as a 

‘bold enterprise’ (I.4.2.106) whilst the presence of merchants in the play’s own battle scenes suggests 

an embracing role for all against Spain.  The conflation of martial with mercantile values signalled in 

the very language of ‘bold enterprise’ is, in fact, at the heart of Bess’s project specifically and, in the 

play’s scheme of things, English voyaging generally.  Carrol’s notion of ‘purchase’ anticipates both a 

specific motivating statement made by Bess on her voyage and also the highly-charged militant 

aggression of the captured English merchant later rescued by Bess.  Indeed, the merchant’s speech 

                                                 
60 See Hakluyt, p.347.  
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comes as he is captured alongside Spencer, and it is indistinguishable in tone from the kind of speech 

we get elsewhere from that quintessential gentleman soldier:  

 

SPANISH CAPTAIN. 

 For Fayal’s loss, and spoil by th’English done, 

 We are in part reveng’d.  There’s not a vessel 

 That bears upon her top St. George’s Cross, 

 But for that act shall suffer. 

MERCHANT.   Insult not, Spaniard, 

 Nor be too proud that thou by odds of ships, 

 Provision, men, and powder mad’st us yield. 

 Had you come one to one or made assult  

 With reasonable advantage, we by this  

 Had made the carcass of your ship your graves, 

 Low sunk to the sea’s bottom. 

(I.4.1.1-10) 

 

Bess’s speech, meanwhile, is made on the brink of her coming second vic tory against the 

Spanish: 

 

  Then, for your country’s honor, my revenge, 

  For your own fame and hope of golden spoil, 

  Stand bravely to’t. 

(I.4.4.84-6) 

 

One importance of this example is evidently held in the amplification here again of personal valour as 

national honour; yet it also, in the present context, signals the deep symbolic link between honour and 

money predicated in Bess’s relationship with Spencer.  For alongside the cross-dressing, token-giving, 

and mistaken recognitions that mark Bess and Spencer’s relationship, even the bodies of these two 

lovers can be exchanged.  In the first act, for example, Spencer kills Carrol on a point of honour in 

view of the two captains, and is then himself nearly killed by those same captains in the skirmish 

arising from their own honour quarrel in the second act.  ‘Oh, gentlemen, | I kill’d a man in Plymouth 

and by you | Am slain in Fayal’ (2.2.54-6) speaks Spencer, neatly continuing a theme he was 

expounding upon just moments before: 
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in the same instant that one forfeits all his estate, another enters upon a rich possession.  As one goes to church 

to be married, another is hurried to the gallows to be hang’d[…]At the same time that one lies tortured upon the 

rack, another lies tumbling with his mistress over head and ears in down feathers. 

(2.2.5-11) 

 

Immediately preceding this is the in scene in which Bess aptly and, given what follows, ironically 

summarises her present situation: 

 

 Were I not with so many suitors pester’d 

 And might enjoy my Spencer, what a sweet, 

 Contented life were this?  For money flows 

 And my gain’s great. 

(2.1.146-9) 

 

Here, amongst fluctuating fortunes and between pestering suitors, honourable personal image ‘flows’.  

The military honour personified by Spencer and the sexual honour epitomised by Bess find their place 

in a world of exchange values, a representational economy later extended to the international stage in 

Bess’s promises ‘to be reveng’d | Upon some Spaniards for my Spencer’s wrong’ (4.4.54-5) or to 

‘have a Spaniard’s life’ for ‘every drop of blood’ that Goodlack sheds (4.4.103-4).   

Thus does honour, in such a scheme, become as available as profit – providing, of course, that 

one has the martial resolve necessary to ‘purchase’ it from the Spaniard.  And, in this way, even the 

minor characters can aspire, in the manner of the Artillery Company citizens, to the honour culture.  

This is seen most clearly in the comic figure of Clem, the apprentice tapster indentured to Bess, and 

the lowest class character of the entire text.  It is, significantly, in the defining event of the play, 

Bess’s voyage, that Clem’s significance comes into its own.  Announcing her plans to set out ‘upon a 

voyage’, Bess asks the gentlemen in her present company (Goodlack, Roughman, and Forset) whether 

they resolve ‘in this adventure’ to ‘take such part | As I myself shall do?’ (4.2.66-8).  Concerned in 

part that with his mistress abroad he shall be left without employment, Clem determines not to be left 

out of this honourable society.  Stating his intention not to remain ‘a-land’ (4.2.90) but to stay loyal to 

Bess and join her on the ‘adventure’, Clem declares that ‘it shall be seen that my teeth are as strong to 

grind biscuit as the best sailor of them all’ (4.2.93-4) and that he will ‘prove an honor to all the 

drawers in Cornwall’ (4.2.103-4).  This, of course, he manages to do, although at some cost.  As the 

second part of Fair Maid  makes clear, the ‘grace and honor’ (II.1.1.94) Clem receives at Mullisheg’s 

court is castration, a turn of events that Clem’s own over-eagerness brings upon him.  Stepping in to 

replace the again exchangeable Spencer – the reluctant first candidate to become Mullisheg’s chief 

eunuch – with the words ‘I see all men are not capable of honor’ (I.5.2.99), Clem paradoxically loses 

what is perhaps the only ‘commodity’ (I.5.2.130) vital to the honour he craves. 
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This is not, of course, the first time that Heywood had taken up the subject of adventuring apprentices.  

In his The Four Prentices of London, Heywood had presented the travels of four noble apprentice 

brothers and their quests for honour in defence of Christianity, and the ironic presentation of Clem’s 

zeal replicates the undercutting of citizen honour that the earlier play’s plot of increasingly 

implausible events should illustrate.  Not that we should be too quick in dismissing Heywood’s 

representations of citizen honour as satire of the kind found in The Knight of the Burning Pestle.  The 

populist militancy of Fair Maid and The Four Prentices had, or at least came to have, serious 

intentions, despite their burlesque.  As Kathleen E. McCluskie points out, Heywood attached an 

epistle to the 1615 edition of The Four Prentices that stressed its connection to the revival of the 

Artillery Company, who as we have seen took in earnest the idea of apprentice honour.  Indeed, as 

McCluskie puts it, The Four Prentices in particular ‘may well have had an especial political 

resonance in the early years of James’s reign’, for the play is ‘vehement’ in its ‘support for an active 

popular role in religious conflict’: precisely the kind of politics that would endear Heywood to 

militant popular audiences.62  

It may be that as the hispanophile tendencies of certain currents of Jacobean politics gained in 

prominence, Heywood’s well-tuned popular sense re-appropriated these early plays in service to the 

very real resentment that such things as the proposed Spanish match generated.  It may be that 

Heywood had changed his mind.  Or it may just be that citizen honour had a sense of its own 

limitations and could withstand Heywood’s unsubtle criticism of them, limitations that Heywood 

himself, of course, may have understood and accepted.  Whatever, in their fusion of lower-class and 

aristocratic meanings – and it should be noted that an increasing number of well-born male children 

took apprenticeships at the time without stigma – both plays reflect interestingly on honour culture 

and its relationship to national society.63 Yet the composite image of Bess and Essex does not only 

operate one way.  If, in the symbolic scheme of Fair Maid, Bess qualifies Essex, then the reverse also 

holds true.  For just as Bess’s wider class appeal moderates Essex’s aristocratic exclusivity, so Essex 

counter-balances the most problematic aspect of Bess herself: her gender.  As has so far only been 

hinted at, Bess is, as a woman, something of a complicated figure to stand for honourable English 

values.  Her embodiment of the honour assigned to females, chastity, is conventional.  However, 

although as the case of Elizabeth I had proved virginity could serve as a symbol of national virtues, 

her intervention in the male world of martial honour is somewhat more remarkable.  Bess, like her 

historical counterpart, that other ‘English Bess’ (I.4.4.120) with whom she is explicitly compared, is 

engaged throughout Fair Maid  in a delicate balancing act between her identity as a female and her 
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position in a male role and, I suggest, Essex’s silent symbolism functions in part to address this 

problem. 

Of course, Elizabeth herself had to juggle the implications of her gender with the male 

position she occupied as monarch, something that obviously compromised the ideology of an honour 

culture that stressed the essentially male value of aggressive self-assertiveness yet also insisted on the 

monarch as the source of honour.  As Mervyn James argues, ‘in terms of honour there remained a 

certain unnaturalness, even absurdity, in a female magistracy’, for whilst a woman could easily 

epitomise the princely virtues of ‘humility, mildness, and courtesy’, only a man could display the 

‘courage, open-handedness, and constancy’ also required.  The rhetoric of courtly love assuaged this 

tension to some extent, transforming the language of honourable sovereignty from ‘princely 

command’ to ‘the mild dominion of female affectivity over the male nature’.  However, as the real 

Essex was ever keen to point out, the fact of the queen’s sex was, in the end, a tangible signifier of a 

problematic rule and, in a telling parallel to his role in Fair Maid , Essex evidently thought of himself 

as the solution to this problem, in potential at least.  His ‘rough masculine initiative’, as James puts it, 

always remained on hand whenever it was needed, and ‘to the end, Essex remained convinced that he 

only had to bring about a personal confrontation with the queen in order to get his own way’.64 

Bess’s own role -playing is not simply necessitated by any historical parallel, as is maybe 

indicated in her modest refusal of Mullisheg’s comparison between her and her queen, ‘You cast a 

blush upon my maiden cheek | To pattern me with her’ (5.1.97-8).  In fact, if Bess sees herself in any 

public female role then it is instead in the mode of the chapbook and ballad heroines such as Mary 

Ambree or Long Meg, who Bess openly embraces as her exemplars in the second act, and who once 

again point up the popular tone of Bess’s appeal.  Her self-conscious concern about assuming a 

masculine role remains, however, striking.  As she cross-dresses to challenge and thus transform the 

swaggering gentleman Roughman, her confidence in the part she finds herself playing, the part of the 

popular martial females mentioned above, seems absolute:  

 

But that I know my mother to be chaste, 

I’d swear some soldier got me[…] 

Methinks I have a manly spirit in me 

In this man’s habit[…] 

Methinks I could be valiant on the sudden 

And meet a man i’th’ field. 

I could do all that I have heard discours’d 

Of Mary Ambree or Westminster’s Long Meg.  

(2.3.1-13) 
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Her confidence in the propriety of this role, however, is altogether less so.  Thus we find Bess 

consistently pre-empting any criticism of her.  For example, in an aside before the announcement of 

her plans, Bess strikes a note of caution, ‘This voyage I intend; | Though some may blame, all lovers 

will commend’ (I.3.4.113-4).  Given that, as we have seen, Bess’s relationship with Spencer can be 

seen as a screen for the play’s intervention in the class politics of honour, this evocation of love as the 

motive for the voyage is suggestive enough.  However, the decorum that Bess really threatens is, as 

she herself recognises, the one due to her gender: 

 

  Let none condemn me of immodesty 

  Because I try the courage of a man 

(2.3.27-8) 

 

Obviously enough, despite an open ambition to reproduce on the national stage the heroism of the 

popular figures she admires, Bess is hidebound by the fact that, despite the necessity of her martial 

action, she needs to ensure that her flawless feminine reputation remains intact.  It is for the same 

reason that, even after the establishment she gains after her first victory against the Spanish, Bess 

reminds her crew of the promise they made: 

 

    You have sworn 

  That howso’er we conquer or miscarry 

  Not to reveal my sex. 

(I.4.4.80-2) 

 

In Howard’s argument, such martial cross-dressing symbolises the ideological pressure put 

upon Bess, her need to ‘transcend the limitations of her gender’ in order to assume a role as a national 

symbol. 65 At least until the threats posed by her femininity can be displaced from her and her body to 

the body of the Moor, as Howard argues happens when the play arrives at Mullisheg’s court in Fez in 

the fourth act, Bess has to efface her feminine identity when in public service to the nation.  In this 

Howard is undoubtedly correct.  Bess’s role is extraordinary, and perhaps the most striking difference 

between the first and the second parts of Fair Maid  is the fact that, as McCluskie notes, the dynamism 

of Bess in the first play is so radically curtailed in the second.  The positive and active role Bess plays 

in the negotiation between honour and class is replaced with a role as ‘the sexual object of others’ 

passions’, precisely what Bess had defined herself against: the powerful part Bess plays in the first 

play’s symbolic exchanges becomes a role in passive ‘sexual exchange’, with Bess viewing herself 
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almost entirely in terms of an ‘essentialised chastity which has no social concomitants’.66  What I 

wish to emphasise, however, is that the problems associated with Bess’s activism can also be found in 

the play’s negotiation around the issue of martial honour and its specific spatial demands, and that this 

illustrates once again the relationship between issues of personal honour and the national. 67 For as 

Bess’s own fear of ‘immodesty’ indexes, Bess’s honour in chastity, already public property to a 

certain extent, becomes more thoroughly displaced.  From defending her virginity on the domestic 

sexual level, Bess finds herself defending a different type of modesty in the realm of the international 

war: something with self-evident implications for an honour code predicated on the fact of masculine 

self-assertion.   

It is, for example, interesting that Bess’s initial place of work is such an anxiety.  The first 

mention of her in the play speaks not only of her beauty and virtue but voices disbelief that one so 

pure should inhabit what is usually regarded as corrupt space.  As Carrol puts it: 

 

Honest, and live there? 

What, in a public tavern, where’s such confluence 

Of lusty and brave gallants? 

(1.1.25-6) 

 

Howard reads this as direct commentary on Bess’s reputation.  Bess’s job and its place provoke 

scepticism as to her decency: in Howard’s words, ‘as long as Bess inhabits the tavern world her 

chastity remains a subject of wonder and doubt.’68 And indeed, the spatiality of the tavern world in 

Fair Maid  is of central importance in ascertaining the suitability of Bess.  Certainly, Carrol’s mind is 

made up, and it is his assumptions regarding Bess that prove to be his downfall.  ‘Though you be a 

companion with a drudge, | It is not fit she should have place by us’ speaks Carrol to Spencer, 

dismissing Bess from their company to precipitate the fight that sees him killed at Spencer’s hands, 

‘About your business, housewife’ (I.1.2.127-9).  Meanwhile, the braggart Roughman also associates 

Bess’s place with a dubious reputation.  Evidently believing that by controlling the space that Bess 

operates within he can control her sexually, Roughman’s states his intentions in no uncertain terms.  

Exclaiming that 

 

There shall be doings that shall make this Windmill my grand seat, my mansion, my palace, and my 

Constantinople 

(2.1.16-17) 

 

Roughman conflates questions as to Bess’s sexual propriety with his own sexual dominance:  
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I tell thee, maid, wife, or whate’er thou beest, 

No man shall enter here but by my leave 

Come, let’s be more familiar. 

(2.1.73-4) 

 

The erotic charge of Roughman’s intentions, his desire for the exclusive right over which men 

can ‘enter’ Bess’s space, is indicative of the symbolic link between Bess’s preservation of her 

virginity and her preservation of her ‘house and household’ (2.3.32).  Bess’s virginal body parallels 

the civilised space that Bess attempts to create around herself, in part because an uncivilised space 

would apparently mark her as a whore.  It is for this reason that, throughout Roughman’s swaggering 

entry scene at 2.1., Bess constantly evokes an awareness and control of spatial decorum:  

 

  Sir, if you thus persist to wrong my house, 

  Disturb my guests, and nightly domineer, 

  To put my friends from patience, I’ll complain 

  And right myself before the magistrate. 

  Can we not live in compass of the law,  

  But must be swagger’d out on’t? 

(2.1.89-94) 

 

     Sir, if you come 

  Like other free and civil gentlemen, 

  Y’are welcome; otherwise my doors are barr’d you. 

(2.1.100-102) 

 

In a certain sense, these examples do stand alone as evidence that the uncertainty surrounding 

Bess is a purely a matter of her sexuality; that, as Howard aptly puts it, ‘a woman who serves wine in 

a tavern must also, like a Mistress Quickly, serve sex’.69 However, there is another aspect to these 

assumptions.  The unease regarding Bess’s place, whilst undoubtedly associated with the ‘wonder and 

doubt’ as to her chastity, also appears to be due to the fact that Bess is occupying a specific form of 

male space, as well as impersonating a specific male role.  For the taverns of Cornwall are, in this 

play, hardly sites of plain dissolution.  Plymouth and Foy are, with the return of Essex’s victorious 

fleet, currently occupied by ‘the pride of England’s gallantry’ (1.1.14), a population that constitutes 

the ‘court of soldiers’ mentioned earlier.  As such, the taverns are overflowing with gallants rather 

than knaves, and the Castle and the Windmill – Bess’s two taverns - are no exception, themselves 
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being occupied with what Carrol termed a ‘confluence | Of lusty and brave gallants’.  It is this tavern 

world, in this particular region, that renders Bess conspicuous.  The doubts as to Bess’s suitability – 

her own version of honour – owe as much, I would suggest, to the notion that these taverns are not 

spaces of immorality but, rather, honourable spaces for returning, and outgoing, heroes.  They are 

‘public tavern[s]’ of a specific type: suitable for martial men, but forbidden to even the most virtuous 

women. 

Up to a point the play’s own narrative cannot allow anything other than this to be the case.  

Bess draws a different clientele from the conventional tavern, as befits her virtue.  Bess is, in the 

words of the first captain, ‘a most attractive adamant’ (1.1.31) of gallants, who inevitably, as Forset 

states, ‘make no rendezvous now but at the Windmill’ (2.1.4-5).  It would contradict the play’s entire 

moral structure to have the spotless central character attract anything else: gallants, some in need of 

having their innate virtues drawn out, are Bess’s natural patrons, alongside lower-class yet still noble -

minded soldiers.  Yet the paradox that Bess’s suitability is also her violation doesn’t detract from the 

fact of Bess’s obtrusiveness: rather, it intensifies it, providing what is in effect the structural motive 

for Bess’s cross-dressing.  This defining aspect of Bess’s extraordinary role, so important in Howard’s 

argument, provides more evidence that it is not simply Bess’s appropriation of masculine disguise that 

is problematic but that she compounds her offence by assuming a public posture as a martial man.   

The first example of Bess’s cross-dressing is perhaps the most suggestive.  Let us look again 

at the passage where Bess asks for understanding of her cross-dressing before the challenge to 

Roughman: 

 

  Let none condemn me of immodesty 

  Because I try the courage of a man 

  Who on my soul’s a coward; beats my servants, 

  Cuffs them, and, as they pass by him, kicks my maids; 

  Nay, domineers over me, making himself 

  Lord o’er my house and household. 

(2.3.27-32) 

 

The remarkable thing is that, as already stated, Bess’s defence of her personal honour has relocated 

from the sexual to the martial: fear of ‘immodesty’ in affronting ‘the courage of a man’ here parallels 

Bess’s protection of her virginity elsewhere.  Of course, the two can exist simultaneously, but that this 

concern is in part prompted by the sense of Bess’s specific trespass on honourable male territory is 

crucial.  That it may, in turn, contribute to it further points up the extraordinary function that Bess 

performs in this play.  This is clearly seen when the context of Bess’s encounter with Roughman is 

examined.  The challenge Bess comes to make to Roughman is bound by and expressed through the 
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traditional rules of the duel: a striking example of Bess’s movement into the world of masculine 

honour, and not just masculinity alone.   

Roughman’s own challenge to Bess has already been made: in seeking to make himself 

‘Lord’ over her ‘house and household’ Roughman has not only affronted Bess’s self-reliance but 

implicitly staked a sexual claim over her, thus contravening her female honour.  And so, in protection 

of herself and, in her mediation between the gentleman Roughman and her servants, her class 

associations, Bess returns the challenge.  ‘You are a villain, a coward; and you lie’ (2.3.51) states 

Bess, before striking Roughman, thus giving injury in word and deed, and giving the lie – all formal 

demands necessary in making an honour challenge.  As a coward, Roughman refuses the challenge, 

stating an oath he has supposedly taken, ‘I will not fight today’ (2.3.58).  So instead, Bess forces 

Roughman to throw down his sword, tie her shoe, untie her point, and lie down to let her ‘stride o’er’ 

him (2.3.67-73), before reiterating, in the voice of the fabricated brother she plays, the complaint 

about his conduct in her tavern: ‘I have heard | You domineer and revel in her house’ (2.3.80-1).   

It is the success of this initial foray that propels Bess further forward into the world of 

masculine honour, convincing her in the sentiment she expressed earlier, ‘Methinks I could be valiant 

on the sudden | And meet a man i’th’ field.’  Indeed, her victory over Roughman gives her enough 

confidence to threaten Roughman with that most unnatural shame of beating him in her own female 

dress: 

 

  Thou shalt redeem this scorn thou hast incurr’d, 

  Or in this woman shape I’ll cudgel thee 

  And beat thee through the streets. 

  As I am Bess, I’ll do’t. 

(I.3.2.123-6) 

 

Throughout the play Bess never exactly shies away from such open encounters: frankness and honesty 

are part of her virtue, also forming part of her activism.  Indeed, it is as an active example to others, 

operating in the public sphere if not always the public eye, that Bess transforms both Roughman and 

Goodlack: shaming the one through proof of his cowardice, whilst proving to the other her fitness to 

retain a portrait of Spencer that, as Goodlack spuriously alleges, he did not want to ‘grace a strumpet’s 

chamber’ (3.4.21) – the fear of public circulation again illustrating the threatening implications of 

Bess’s space.   

 This slippage between the different spaces and contexts of honour is all part, of course, of the 

testing of Bess – the numerous challenges that she herself faces throughout the play.  Spencer himself 

speaks of how he has ‘proved her | Unto the utmost test, examin’d her | Even to a modest force’ 

(1.2.57-9), something that elicits a familiar response from Goodlack: ‘‘Tis a virtue | But seldom found 

in taverns’ (1.2.62-3).  Moreover, and this is the context in which the example from the previous 
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paragraph takes place, Goodlack returns to Foy with an explicit intention to ‘tax’ (3.2.49) Bess in 

order to gain the inheritance bequeathed her by Spencer.  With Spencer’s own proviso in mind – ‘if 

thou hear’st her branded | For loose behaviour or immodest life, | What she should have I here bestow 

on thee’ (2.2.84-6) – Goodlack sets out to find ‘one blemish, stain, or spot’ (3.2.53), provoking Bess 

with insults and lies before relenting in the face of her constancy.  Add to this Roughman’s bullying – 

I will put her to the squeak’ (I.2.1.10) – and Mullisheg’s advances, and we see that Bess is under 

constant examination, somewhat understated by Spencer’s vague expression of ‘a modest force’.   

 Yet, Bess, as we have already seen, gives as good as she gets.  Her open outfacing of 

Roughman in near-combat and her deflection and subsequent transformation of Goodlack’s falsity 

form but the prelude to what happens in the second part of the play, where Spencer himself, bound by 

an honour oath he cannot break, raises suspicions of unfaithfulness in Bess and thus becomes subject 

to her formidable wrath: 

 

  …I’ll be so reveng’d 

  As never woman was.  I’ll be a precedent 

  To all wives hereafter how to pay home 

  Their proud, neglectful husbands.  ‘Tis in my way; 

  I’ve power and I’ll do it. 

(II.5.2.78-82) 

 

Considering the substantial differences between the first part and its sequel we should remain wary of 

reading from one play to the other.  Revenge in the above manner is certainly not something 

associated with the Bess of the first part, whose only element of bitterness is directed toward the 

Spanish, something which is even then mediated by her mercy.  Indeed, the shift in Bess’s attack from 

the martial enemy Spain to the sexual enemy Spencer illustrates a key difference between the two 

parts.  Bess’s noble desire ‘to be reveng’d | Upon some Spaniards’ (I.4.4.54-5) becomes a womanish 

jealousy motivated against a wrongly suspected ‘false man’ (II.3.3.149), signalling the general shift in 

the representation of honour encoded in Bess from a public and national to a private and sexual 

form.70 However, whilst such departures are telling, there remains a most important correspondence 

between the two plays.  For although the toning down of Bess’s political activism again illustrates the 

disruption she had represented, the continuation of the foreign setting arrived at in the fourth act of the 

first part points up the vital role that what I shall term abroad space plays in the overall scheme of 

Fair Maid.  The testing of Bess and her reciprocal testing of the other characters monumentalised in 

the play’s movement from the home space of England and the taverns of Cornwall to Fayal and, 

eventually, the arrival at Mullisheg’s court in Fez was evidently important and interesting enough for 

Heywood to carry it through to the second part.  It is to the purpose of abroad space in the 
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representation of national honour that I now turn.  From domestic acts of honour such as Spencer’s 

quarrels, Bess’s challenge to Roughman, and Roughman’s own comic attack on Forset, Fair Maid 

moves to the high seas, and battles with the Spanish, and to Morocco, for some disturbing encounters 

with the Moors.  Further illustrating that the true space of martial honour is national, the experience of 

travel in both Fair Maid  and Travels tests and subsequently validates the premise that honour is 

inherent in English identity. 

 

Travelling is, of course, the thematic and generic link between Fair Maid and Travels.  Yet it is easily 

forgotten, given the unavoidable narrowing of focus on Bess’s journey, that Fair Maid  is just as 

involved with the idea of travel as is Travels itself.  We have already seen how even the English 

scenes of Fair Maid  are infused with the concept, the Cornish setting and the constant references to 

Essex’s voyages confirming this.  And indeed, Spencer’s capture at the hands of the Spanish at Fayal, 

the abroad action that necessitates Bess’s voyage from home, provides one of the text’s key 

statements on the honour that defines the utter difference between Englishmen and Spanish.  

Following on from the speech made by the merchant analysed above (‘Insult not, Spaniard…’), 

Spencer speaks of the Spanish perversion of masculine martial honour: 

 

  Degenerate Spaniard, there’s no noblesse in thee, 

  To threaten men unarm’d and miserable. 

  Thou might’st as well tread o’er a field of slaughter 

  And kill them o’er that are already slain, 

  And brag thy manhood. 

(I.4.1.14-18) 

 

This exemplifies the hispanophobia of Fair Maid , just as the reaction of the Spanish to the defiance of 

Spencer and the merchant typifies the inevitable response of a foreigner to English courage: 

 

    These Englishmen! 

  Nothing can daunt them.  Even in misery 

  They’ll not regard their masters. 

(I.4.1.26-8) 

 

 The words of the Spanish captain here come equally as easily to the Duke of Florence in the 

second part of the play, and both sentiments are obviously intended to show that courage naturally 

inheres in the English.  Illustrating just how deep Roughman’s personal transformation has gone, 
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Florence’s praises of this now self-proclaiming gentleman traveller (II.4.6.135-7) come simply from 

mention of the fact that Roughman hails from England: 

  

 FLORENCE.   

  From what country do you claim your birth? 

 ROUGHMAN. 

  From England, royal sir. 

 FLORENCE.    These bold Englishmen, 

  I think, are all compos’d of spirit and fire; 

  The element of earth hath no part in them. 

(II.4.6.144-7) 

       

Furthermore, it is Florence’s closing words to Fair Maid, themselves uttered in competition with 

Mullisheg’s court, that prove that the travelling English have upheld their merit abroad.  In a 

statement that re-assigns a degree of political clout to Bess as a national symbol, although not without 

a qualifying affirmation of her sexual role, Florence reiterates the native quality of the English: 

 

    Worthy Englishman, 

  And you, the mirror of your sex and nation, 

  Fair English Elizabeth, as well for virtue 

  As admired beauty, we’ll give you cause 

  Ere you depart our court to say great Fez 

  Was either poor or else not bountiful. 

(II.5.4.190-5) 

 

 The point here is that for such affirmations to have any logical role in the play, there must 

have existed some prior doubt about English values.  The ambiguity regarding Bess has already been 

accounted for, but a central question that must be asked is why do supposedly naturally gallant 

Englishmen need her extraordinary actions; and why, after she has brought out their qualities, are 

these men in apparently constant states of comparison with foreign nationals?  There are some 

ambivalences and even discrepancies regarding the actors who move from England to abroad, and 

these go some way to explaining the need for further assurance.  Roughman, for example, speaks of 

how Bess ‘kindled that dead fire of courage in me’ (I.3.1.132), yet only offers comically overblown 

confirmation of this, striking ‘the next brave fellow’ he meets (I.3.1.137), who just happens to be his 

companion Forset, and fighting off a group of sailors who, it seems, were anyway placed by Bess to 

test him further (I.3.3.0).  For all his talk of honour, meanwhile, there is something odd about Spencer 

joining the Azores voyage as a refuge from his murder of Carrol.  Yet there is a deeper reason for the 

testing of these men than the ambiguities of their characterisation, and it has to do with the 
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competitive assurance that honour, and in this case national honour, demands.  To truly represent 

England, Bess and all have to prove their worth on the testing ground of foreign soil.  The 

characteristics that may become evident enough at home have to transfer without question to abroad, 

where the burden of proof is somewhat stricter, given that for the most part there exists a martial 

context or, as is the case at Morocco, a perceived threat of cultural contamination.  Abroad space is 

absolute: when English honour is on display, no doubts can surface to undermine it. 

It is for this reason that apart from one real soldier, Goodlack, the named characters of Bess’s 

crew have to be novices in warfare.  Roughman is not the ‘approved gallant’ (I.2.1.77) he claims to 

be, whilst Forset, Clem, and Bess herself likewise have no martial experience to speak of.  Hence their 

common ‘desire’ (I.4.4.99), as Goodlack puts it, for the martial encounters that affirm them as 

honourable, and assure English superiority over Spain; and hence also the text’s movement from 

home to abroad space.  It is, however, in Travels that we find the clearest evidence of English honour 

on trial, so to speak, abroad.  For whilst Bess’s voyage is conducted, on the surface at least, for love 

rather than war, the travels of the Sherleys are entirely, almost obsessively, directed by the hunger for 

honourable conflict.  And, as Sir Anthony declares it, this conflict is only truly found abroad: 

 

war no more dares look upon our land. 

All princes league with us, which causeth us 

That wont to write our honours down in blood, 

Cold and unactive.  To seek for employment 

Hither am I come, renownèd Persian. 

(i.141-5) 

 

This example is born in part of the realities of Jacobean foreign policy, as it might have been 

viewed by one like the real Anthony Sherley, who had promised to make Essex ‘the patterne of my 

civill life’; it also illustrates that common phenomenon of Jacobean soldiery – lack of employment.71 

However, whilst, as such, Sir Anthony’s words tell of the current absence of opportunity for affirming 

martial honour in his own land, the context of his statement in the scene from which it comes makes 

clear that English nationals in no way lack the capability for it.  For his remark is made after the 

display of ‘A Christian battle’ (i.SD before 87), given in response to the Persian show alluded to in 

my introduction, and thus in the context of an explicit comparison between English Christian and 

Persian martial honour: a comparison that affirms not only the superiority of English military strength, 

but also the superiority of English martial honour.  That this comparison enrages Halibeck, the 

treacherous Persian courtier who is eventually executed by the Sophy in order to preserve the honour 

of his own court, illustrates that despite diplomatic efforts on both sides, such open display of national 

                                                 
71 Cited by Parr, ‘Foreign relations in Jacobean England: the Sherley brothers and the ‘voyage of Persia’, in Maquerlot and 
Willems, ed., Travel and Drama , p.15. 
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difference is intractably competitive.  Furthermore, that this confrontation between an honourable 

Englishman and a dishonourable Persian stems directly from the perceived challenge that Sherley’s 

show makes to the Persians illustrates the potent ideological force of the notion of custom in this play.   

The only way to grasp fully the importance of this opening scene is to read it: the précis of the 

action I offer cannot do justice to the subtlety and coherence with which the themes of national 

identity, martial honour, religious difference (including the schisms in Islam itself), royal presence 

and cultural contact are interwoven by the dramatists.  After the entrance of the Governor of Qasvin 

with Sir Anthony and Robert Sherley, the Sophy himself enters, triumphant after a recent victory 

against the Turks.  Offering Sir Anthony his hand instead of his foot to kiss, the Sophy commands his 

soldiers to present a mock battle between Persia and Turkey, a battle that ends with Turkish heads 

displayed on the victorious Persians’ swords.  Following the diplomatic response noted earlier (‘Your 

wars are manly…’), Sir Anthony exits with Robert and their retinue to prepare a show that he 

promises will ‘shadow forth my country’s hardiment’ (i.64); leaving the Sophy to wonder out loud 

about his ‘amazement’ at this ‘more than mortal’ (i.74-5) Englishman.  Subsequently, after quickly 

establishing the discontent at their monarch’s response of the two Persian courtiers Halibeck and 

Calimath, the Sherleys’ own show commences.  With its depiction of the Christian/English practise of 

releasing prisoners rather than decapitating them, and then the letting off of cannon (presented, 

against actual fact, as Persia’s first experience of heavy firepower), the ‘amazement’ of the Sophy is 

confirmed.  ‘I more and more doubt thy mortality’ speaks the Sophy, continuing in language 

‘reminiscent of reported first encounters in the New World’,72 that: 

 

Those tongues do imitate the voice of heaven 

When the gods speak in thunder; your honours  

And your qualities of war more than human. 

If thou hast godhead, and disguised art come 

To teach us unknown rudiments of war, 

Tell us thy precepts and we’ll adore thee. 

(i.121-7) 

 

With Sir Anthony invested as general in the coming war against the Turks, he delivers a speech in 

response to the Sophy’s question ‘what’s the difference ‘twixt us and you?’ (i.162), asserting that 

nothing would be – if the Sophy would convert from Islam.  The scene ends, as it begun, with war to 

the forefront: message is received that the Turks ‘have gathered power’: ‘So have we’, replies the 

Sophy (i.184). 

This scene is fascinating not just for its ideological balance: what Parr adroitly describes as 

similar to the ‘pristine idealism of Jacobean masque, conjuring an imaginative alliance between far-
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flung courts that transcends doctrinal differences and historical divisions’ based nonetheless ‘on a 

notion of ‘perfect conquest’ that invites co-operation’.73 The concept of a diplomacy that is receptive 

yet still assimilative, highlighting points of contact such as inherent martial proficiency yet insisting 

upon such things as distinguishing religious beliefs, is a seductive one.  Representation of principled 

rapport takes the play’s framework of cultural difference someway beyond the confining critical 

paradigm of an absolute otherness, yet does not jeopardise the fact of a national priority.  It is telling 

that far from compromising his exalted patriotism, Sir Anthony’s diplomatic awareness reinforces it.  

For example, courteous reply to the Sophy’s bewildered wonder,  ‘think me as I am. | No stranger are 

the deeds I show to you | Than yours to me’ (i.129-131), nevertheless affords opportunity for national 

eulogy.  ‘My country’s far remote’ (1.1.131) reports Anthony, predicating a distance that may seem to 

offer further example of the realisation that, in a far off land, one should remain diplomatically 

sensitive.  He goes on, however, to undercut this temperance by voicing the comforting Golden Age 

commonplaces that would register as straight panegyric rather than as estranged geographical 

difference and dangerous diplomacy to an English audience: 

 

My country’s far remote, 

  An island, but a handful to the world; 

  Yet fruitful as the meads of paradise; 

  Defenced with streams such as from Eden run; 

  Each port and entrance kept with such a guard 

  As those you last heard speak.  

(1.1.131-6) 

 

The representative strategy here is complex but crucial.  From what we have already seen as an almost 

mirroring act – two nations diplomatically displaying to each other their similarities as much as 

differences in warfare – Sherley moves backwards to define the space of his home nation, creating it 

in the image of, and with explicit reference to, the martial show he has just put on.  

‘As those you last heard speak’ refers to Sherley’s setting off of cannon, the last act in that 

show of war.  Yet, somewhat surprisingly, although dramatic the display of English firepower that so 

awes the Sophy is not presented as a distinction between England and Persia.  In fact, it is precisely 

the military expertise suggested by the English use of superior weaponry that facilitates an alliance 

between the two nations, against the common Turkish enemy: Anthony, as stated, is made general on 

the basis of this. Whilst diplomatic contact cannot be said to have taught Anthony nothing, experience 

of abroad is here conceived in virtually the same way that the elder Sherley, Sir Thomas, expresses in 

the sixth scene: 
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73 Parr, ‘Foreign relations’, p.28, 30. 
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   if your blood 

Have the same heat as mine, we’ll never back 

Unto our mother country but our stream 

Shall lose his vital way or be a theme   

Unto our sanguine brothers how to raise 

Paeans of triumphs in our virtue’s praise. 

(vi.34-9) 

 

The dramatists are careful throughout this scene, and indeed the play as a whole, to point up 

just enough difference so as not to overly threaten Englishness with Persian custom – this, I think, 

being the point of the disputes over the treatment of prisoners of war.  However, at certain points 

foreign nationhood is shown to be capable of teaching England useful lessons.  Much in the manner of 

Bacon’s famous advice to aristocratic travellers on what would later become formalised as the Grand 

Tour, foreign customs should be adopted where they are basically correct: the attentive traveller 

seeking education should, in Bacon’s words, ‘prick in some Flowers, of that he hath Learned abroad, 

into the Customes of his owne Country’.74 Something of this is apparent in the representation of 

Persia’s military nationhood which, as we have seen, Anthony Sherley views with a hidden envy, 

Persia’s ‘manly, stout and honourable’ warfare correctly and absolutely defining the Persian native.  

In contrast to, say, the entire group of cowards that follow Sir Thomas Sherley and who flee just as 

soon as they land on Turkish territory, only Halibeck and Calimath betray Persian honour.  It is this 

view on the Persian nation that, as much as anything else, informs the English experience of abroad.  

It is, in the end, telling that the play both begins and ends with the experiences of the brothers abroad 

represented as an example for the home audience to follow.  In a final example of the way the play 

seeks to combine its formal structures with its didactic content, the first and last choruses – Prologue 

and Epilogue – seek to offer an incisive lesson to England: 

 

     [PROLOGUE] 

 If foreign strangers to him be so kind, 

 We hope his native country we shall find 

 More courteous. 

(Prol., 43-5) 

 

     [EPILOGUE] 

Then here we leave them; now the rest to you: 

Since they have safely passed so many perils  

                                                 
74 Francis Bacon, ‘Of Travail’, in The Essayes or Counsels, Civill and Morall, ed. Michael Kiernan (Oxford: Clarendon 
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(For what through danger passes is the best), 

Since they in all places have found favourites,  

We make no doubt of you: ‘twere too hard doom 

To let them want your liking here at home. 

(Epilogue, 29-35) 

 

It is no accident that this final chorus, and the play, ends with that word, ‘home’. 

 

In an excellent examination of the interplay between the form of the travel play and its 

political content, Peter Holland goes some way to illustrating why this is the case:  

 

journey plays make particularly acute the sense of the originating culture, using the concept of the journey’s 

end, the other place, as a means of redefining the journey’s origin.75  

 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion 

Interplay between dramatic and political representation is not, however, the only way formal problems 

influence content in the depiction of travel.  Expert in the problem of staging motion, Marlowe makes 

use not only of chorus and dumb show but of that other invaluable resource, space.  Marlowe’s 

obsession with space and its intricate suggestiveness is such that, as Stephen Greenblatt notes, it 

seems almost as if Marlowe pits it against stage, perhaps most dramatically in Tamburlaine, with its 

ever vaster fields and burning towns contracting to kings in cages and Zenocrate’s bed of state.76 

Alongside the oft noted global geography of the play, Marlowe figures Tamburlaine’s restless, 

devouring motion in the discrepancy between the frustrating limitations of stage and the more 

generous worlds of mental space allowed in his text. 

Such, often promiscuous, movement between different spaces is a common feature in 

dramatic representations of travel.  In Shakespeare’s Pericles, for example, Pericles travels between 

six different states, whilst virtually no two scenes are set in the same place throughout the play.  The 

impression of restless wandering created through this mental geography marks something of a 

common theme. Pericles’s  uneasy motion – his ‘unknown travels’ (1.3.33) – becomes a central trope 

in depicting a ruler, and by extension a state, ill at ease with itself, desiring change or even 

transformation through experience.  The same paradigm could be said to influence Cymbeline, where 
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75 Holland, ‘‘Travelling hopefully’, p.162 (my emphasis). 
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Posthumus’s own restless, exiled travelling – most compactly figured in the Queen’s words, ‘Return 

he cannot, nor| Continue where he is’ (1.5.53-4) – or even Belarius’s ‘banishment’ (3.3.69) and 

somewhat itinerant hunter’s lifestyle amongst the mountains of Wales infer the desire to return home 

to the purged, honourable realm that will be Britain, that ‘world| By itself’ (3.1.12-3). 

The motif of exiled travel as affording the opportunity for political change is also 

interestingly taken up in The Tempest.  Prospero’s exiled journey outwards from Milan stands in for 

his own earlier ‘purposeful self-distancing’ from that state,77 his mental and political estrangement 

from the public realm to the ‘secret’, private study which Prospero himself speaks of as a 

transportation: 

 

The government I cast upon my brother, 

And to my state grew stranger, being transported 

And rapt in secret studies. 

(1.2.75-7)  

 

Prospero’s spectacular actions throughout the play, including his control over other character’s 

motions and space, register, I would argue, his desire to return to his former public state.  After the 

primary political mistake of his retreat to the private library, Prospero’s magic, public control of the 

island reiterates his right and suitability to control Milan once again.  The Tempest, in such a reading, 

dramatises travel in order to figure political motivation.  Prospero’s travels – from Milan to the island 

back again to Milan – represent the stages of the political situation that Prospero finds himself in: the 

Duke unfairly exiled from his proper home, the temporary monarch of a transitional space, the 

returning ruler more powerful for what he has learned during his absence. 

This use of travel as a metaphor for transition from one state to another is presented in the 

above examples through the motif of exile and return; a motif that can be construed as that structural 

tension between home and abroad space that I have already posited as inherent in the travel trope.  Yet 

the implications of exile are of specific relevance.  We return again to the problem of absent 

figureheads.  What all the refugees, so to speak, in Shakespeare’s plays from above have in common 

are their symbolic roles as models of proper rule, or as virtuous personifications of the states and 

nations they have left behind.  In this, they are structurally and thematically linked with Essex and the 

Sherley brothers: paragons of qualities vital to the polities they are exiled, in one way or another, 

from.  Posthumus in particular, a heroic figure strongly identified with Wales and immediately 

described in the play as that rare thing, a courtier ‘most praised, most loved;|A sample to the 

youngest’ (1.1.46-8), maybe stands in for Prince Henry, and can thus be said to share the same 

political ground as the Essex-Sherley group.   
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The movement from exile, or at least reluctant departure, to the experience of abroad, to the 

celebrated return brings us firmly back home.  This, of course, is the inherent purpose of the travel 

trope.  Just as it is usually the case, perhaps inevitably the case given the difficulty of transcending 

one’s own cultural background, that foreign settings in early Stuart drama are really mirrors held up to 

home, so any journey in these texts finally ends up back in England.  One-way tickets are rarely 

available in the travel play.  Such a statement, bland as it may seem, is nevertheless important.   

 

                                                                                                                                                        
77 Julie Robin Solomon, ‘Going Places: Absolutism and Movement in Shakespeare’s The Tempest’, Renaissance Drama , ??? 


